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摘要
自 2013 年提出「一帶一路」倡議後，中國主導的基礎設施項目已從歐亞大陸、東南亞
擴展到非洲、拉丁美洲和其他歐洲國家。各國意識到，該倡議暗示著中國可能會在地緣政治
和經濟上擴大影響力，儘管該倡議對外宣傳是為了增強跨境聯繫和合作。一些國家已認知到
發展金融（development finance）與外交政策緊密相連，為了確保國家在特定地區的影響力，
他們開始對其外交政策進行調整或啟動新的發展援助計劃，以平衡中國在具有地緣政治優勢
和經濟利益的地區的影響力。

政 治 大

儘管川普政府領導下的美國外交政策似乎對多邊主義持保留態度，並大幅削減了對國際
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組織的預算，但據信中國正急切地擴大其多邊合作，為「一帶一路」倡議及其作為大國的能
力不斷增強奠定了基礎。

‧

人們開始對透過多邊發展組織擴大中國影響力表示關切，因為這可能導致在組織內外執
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行項目時，現有的自由主義價值觀受到侵蝕，並且組織行為與現有標準不符。在此背景下，
本論文旨在更深入地討論中國在多邊組織中進行部署的基本原理，重點在於其對多邊發展銀
a
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行的行為，特別是其在基礎設施開發項目的決策影響力，並且提供相關部署會如何影響當前
國際秩序的規範和標準的見解。

關鍵字：多邊發展銀行，中國，世界銀行，亞洲開發銀行，制度設計，國際組織
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Abstract
After the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) was proposed in 2013, China-led infrastructure
projects have expanded from Eurasia, Southeast Asia, to Africa, Latin America and other European
countries. States are aware that the Initiative implies possible expansion of Chinese influence geopolitically and economically although branded as enhancing cross-border connectivity and
cooperation. Acknowledging that development finance is closely intertwined with foreign policies
to ensure countries’ influence in specific regions, some states have started to make adjustments to
their foreign policies or to launch new development aid plans to balance China’s influence in the
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regions they have geopolitical and economic interests.
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While the US foreign policy under the Trump administration seemed to hold reservations on
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multilateralism and experienced significant cuts on budgets for IOs, China is believed to be eagerly
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expanding its multilateral collaborations, laying foundations for the BRI and its growing competence
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Concerns have been raised about the expanding Chinese influence through multilateral
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a l of liberal values and unconformity
development institutions causing erosion
of existing standards
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c On this background, this thesis aims to
while executing projects within the institutions andgbeyond.

Ch

deeper discuss the rationales behind Chinese deployments in multilateral institutions, with a focus
on its effects on multilateral development banks’ behavior especially the decision-making of their
infrastructure development projects, and to provide an insight on how the deployments impact the
norms and standards of the current international order.

Keywords: Multilateral Development Bank, China, World Bank, Asian Development Bank,
Institutional Design, International Organization
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Chapter I: Introduction
1. Background and Context
Surging demands of infrastructure development have risen in the wake of structural
transformation and economic development in developing countries. Especially after the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) was proposed in 2013, Chinese-led infrastructure projects
have expanded from Eurasia, Southeast Asia, to Africa, Latin America and other European
countries. States are aware that the Initiative implies possible expansion of Chinese
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influence geo-politically and economically although branded as enhancing cross-border
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connectivity and cooperation. Acknowledging that development finance is closely
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intertwined with foreign policies to ensure countries’ influence in specific regions, some
states have started to make adjustments to their foreign policies or to launch new
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development aid plans to balance China’s influence in the regions they have geopolitical
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and economic interests.

Notwithstanding the wide
a discussion of the weakening of US-led liberal international
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h e n g cmore
order as the United States has implemented
protectionist policies on trade, pulled
hi U

itself out of several previously joined multilateral deals and pursued more bilateral
agreements, and enhanced the impact of its national DFIs rather than focusing on its
activities within multilateral institutions1 out of the concern for its national interest being
compromised in larger-scale multilateral collaboration, MDBs are still standing firm in the
development aid environment especially sectors related to infrastructure development. The
Global Infrastructure Outlook report initiated by G20 forecasts that global infrastructure

Daniel F. Runde and Romina Bandura. “The BUILD Act Has Passed: What’s Next?” Center for Strategic &
International Studies. https://www.csis.org/analysis/build-act-has-passed-whats-next (October 12, 2018).
1

1
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investment needs to reach $94 trillion by 2040, and the largest needs remain in Asia (over
half of the total needs). 2 MDBs have started to develop closer collaboration through
platforms such as the Global Infrastructure Forum and other regional development finance
forums to mobilize resources for infrastructure development and ensure resilient and
sustainable technologies and finance for the future of infrastructure development. By
pooling the resources of several donors, the burden-sharing design of MDBs allows donors
to share the large cost of development projects, thus allowing MDBs to provide
development aid on a larger scale in funding and knowledge than many bilateral agencies.

政 治 大

That said, the role of multilateral institutions in the infrastructure development sector where
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it is probably the most resource demanding could not be ignored.
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While the US foreign policy under the Trump administration seemed to hold
reservations on multilateralism and experienced significant cuts on budgets for IOs, China

‧

is believed to be eagerly expanding its multilateral collaborations, laying foundations for
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the BRI and its growing competence as a great power. But what lies behind China’s pursuit
of influence expansion? Realists believe that as a country grows more powerful with their
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capabilities,
will seek a new
h ethey
ngchi U

economic thus military

scope of influence that is

proportionate to their new power and in accordance to the change of power distribution.3
China’s rising power has a lot to do with its role of “world factory” over the decades which
provides the economic drive by huge manufacturing and export growth. Although economic
growth in the past decade has been impacted by industrial restructuring, China has not only
surpassed Japan in 2010 to become and remain the second largest economy but has also

Global Infrastructure Hub. “Global Infrastructure Outlook – A G20 Initiative.” https://outlook.gihub.org/ (2017,
2018)
3
Randall L. Schweller. (2006). Unanswered Threats: Political Constraints on the Balance of Power. Princeton
University Press. pp. 22-45. Retrieved from www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt7rkxt
2

2
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became the largest exporter in the world.4 Now with a large economic capacity, China will
have stronger chances and better resources to secure their expansion of interests, although
that means they will have to undermine current international orders. For instance, the China
2025 Strategy and the BRI has spurred discussions on their impacts on international
standards and institutions.
Moreover, usually when countries wish to expand their influence across the globe,
multilateral institutions become excellent arenas for them to execute their plans. They
achieve higher influence by creating alternative nodes of international cooperation (in the

政 治 大

case of China the AIIB and NDB) or expanding its engagement with existing ones. After
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the PRC government joined the UN in 1971, it continued to join several major development
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finance institutions in the 1980s (IMF, WB, AfDB, and ADB). More recently, China’s

‧

participation in IBD and EBRD has been associated with securing its interest in the BRI
initiative. Besides expansion of membership, China’s share of contribution and voting
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power in major institutions have also increased. As of 2019, China has become the second-
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largest contributor to the UN’s
a regular and peacekeeping budget and is now holding the
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U with increasing over the years. In
h e nWB,
third-largest voting quota in the IMF,
h iADB
g cand
terms of personnel engagement, China has deployed a current number of six officials with
Chinese nationality as heads of UN several UN bodies. As the US tends to step down from
leadership and the concerns of the international organizations being Chinese-characterized
spurred, 5 the US could easily see those efforts by China as a threat to its international
leadership and thus overall national interest.

4

Data could be found on World Bank database. https://data.worldbank.org/
Kristine Lee, “Coming Soon to the United Nations: Chinese Leadership and Authoritarian Values.” Foreign
Affairs. https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2019-09-16/coming-soon-united-nations-chinese-leadershipand-authoritarian-values (2019, September 20) ; 方冰. (2019, August 16). 美中在國際組織中影響力的此消彼長
A China Influence in UN. Voice of America Cantonese. https://www.voacantonese.com/a/CHINA- INFLUENCEIN-UN-20190802/5026316.html
5
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Concerns have been raised about the expanding Chinese influence through multilateral
development institutions causing erosion of liberal values and unconformity of existing
standards while executing projects within the institutions and beyond. On this background,
this thesis aims to deeper discuss the rationales behind Chinese deployments in multilateral
institutions, with a focus on its effects on multilateral development banks’ behavior
especially the decision-making of their infrastructure development projects, and to provide
an insight on how the deployments impact the norms and standards of the current
international order.

治
2. Purpose of Study and Research
政 Question

大

the puzzle of Chinese influence on multilateral

學

‧ 國

This study aims

to 立
address

institutions/global governance by looking into three big research questions. First, what are

‧

international organizations and what is the relation between IOs and states? Next, what is
the formal structure and decision- making mechanism in the case study of MDBs, and how
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does China aim to utilize it to advance its interest? Finally, how has Chinese deployment
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of its influence in the MDBsa imply a future appearance of global governance with China’s
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U studies focusing on organizational
h einstitutions?
growing participation in multilateral
n g c h i Past

behavior primarily discussed mechanisms of institutional reform and behavioral change of
IO itself, comparingly there is still a considerable improvement space for studies that focus
on the nuances while a rising power is operating within those mechanisms. By applying
existing models to recent changes in the MDB environment, state capacity from a common
agency perspective can be further discussed. To be more comprehensive, the following
detailed sections of questions are to be answered in this thesis:
a. What are IOs and what is the relation between IOs and states?
i. What are the relations between IOs and their principals (states)?
4
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ii.

What are the reasons for a rising power to scale up its participation in
multilateral institutions?

b. What are China’s strategies and deployments in the MDBs?
i. Formal structures of the MDBs
ii. China’s utilization of the decision-making mechanism to advance principal’s
interest
c. How has Chinese deployment of its influence in the MDBs imply the changes
of future operation and appearance of global governance?
i. Are there any expected norm or standard changes within the MDBs and
beyond?

立
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ii. How has the existing arrangement reacted to China’s growing institutional
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influence?

‧

3. Literature Review
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a. Multilateral institutions
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Choosing International organizations as the research subject, there is the need to
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review past and current trends
i v between foreign policy and
l of studies on relations
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multilateralism. The review will cover thegdevelopment
of the concepts of multilateralism

Ch

with a focus on international organizations as the expression type of regimes and
institutions, and its relationship with national foreign policies and national interests from
donor aspect.
i.

Theories of international relations and multilateralism
The transformation of world order in the post WWII era had provided impetus for
studies and debates among researchers to boom, extending through the collapse of the
Soviet Union in 1898 and the subsequence end of the Cold War, when multilateralism
has become the central framework of studies covering the discussion of cooperation,
5
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institutions, norm diffusion, and great power politics. Other than neorealism and
neoliberalism—the two major paradigms which was also seen as insufficient in the
discussion of multilateralism—new theories were being proposed by scholars who wish
to bridge the theories guided by the materialism and idealism ontologies to form
complementary approaches for further research on understanding the variety of
multilateral arrangements.6
When multilateral arrangements first started to catch attention in the post-war era,
functionalism with the concept of “ramification”7 emerged and came to serve as an

政 治 大

explanation to closer cooperation of supranational institutions such as the United
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Nations that attempted to solve technical difficulties during the rebuilding of Europe.
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On the basis of functionalism, Ernst
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Haas then proposed new functionalism as an approach to study European integration
and in a broader sense the creation of high political level supranational authorities.
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Considering the gap which functionalism had while explaining the process of
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integration spillover from
a a specific sector to higher and broader level integration, new
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functionalism threw in the factor
and expectations of different
n gshifting
c h i interests
national actors in the process of spillover, thus creating the political agency to move
towards political integration.8

This functionalist emphasis on the spillover effect gave way to the development of
the interdependence concept of neoliberal institutionalists in the 1980s, and the

Martha Finnemore, Kathryn Sikkink. 1998. “International Norm Dynamics and Political Change.” International
Organization 52 (4): 887–917; Jeffrey T. Checkel. (2005). International Institutions and Socialization in Europe:
Introduction and Framework. International Organization, 59(4), 801-826. Frank Schimmelfennig. (2005).
Strategic Calculation and International Socialization: Membership Incentives, Party Constellations, and Sustained
Compliance in Central and Eastern Europe. International Organization, 59(4), 827-860.
7
David Mitrany. A Working Peace System: An Argument for the Functional Development of International
Organization (London: Royal Institute for International Affairs, 1943)
8
See Ernst Haas’ works on EU from the 1950s.
6

6
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acknowledgement that international actors come from multiple aspects (political,
economic, private) and the growing indistinction between domestic and international
issues further strengthened the concept of complex interdependence.9 This is not to say
that neoliberal institutionalists adopt a different ontology from Neorealists. Both
schools adopt a state-centric and rationalist ontology; yet neoliberal institutionalists see
the positive effects of IOs mitigating distribution problems among member states, thus
guaranteeing institutional cooperation. They did not ignore the discussion of “power”,
neither had they replicated neorealists’ over emphasis on military power relations.

政 治 大

Rather, power is reflected on the outcomes of various type of complex interdependence,

立

composed of “sensitivity” and “vulnerability” as its two aspects.10 Moreover, neoliberal
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institutionalists identified the functions of institutions to mitigate fears of cheating,
disclose information, settle distributional conflicts by assuring absolute gains over time,

‧

and reduce transaction cost that facilitate cooperation,11 thus differentiates itself from
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neorealists’ argument of ephemeral cooperation that reflects immediate interests of
great powers.12 In sum, institutions are persistently affecting state activities as defined
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C
by Keohane, ‘Institutions canhbe defined as persistent
and connected sets of rules,
engchi U
formal and informal, that prescribe behavioral roles, constrain activity, and shape
expectations.’13

9

Robert O. Keohane & Joseph S. Nye. (1977). Power and interdependence: World politics in transition.
Boston: Little, Brown.
10
Ibid.
11
Robert O. Keohane and Lisa L. Martin. (1995). “The Promise of Institutionalist Theory”. International Security
20 (1): 39-51.
12
Stephen M. Walt. (1987). The Origins of Alliance. Cornell University Press; Robert O. Keohane. (1984). After
Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Political Economy. Princeton University Press; John
Mearsheimer. (1994). The False Promise of International Institutions. International Security 19(3): 5-49; Robert
O. Keohane & Lisa Martin. (1995). The Promise of Institutionalist Theory. International Security 20(1): 39-51.
13
Robert O. Keohane. 1989. “Neoliberal Institutionalism: A Perspective on World Politics.” In International
Institutions and State Power: Essays in International Relations Theory, ed. Robert O. Keohane. Boulder:
Westview Press.
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Meanwhile, the early stage of emergence of constructivist elements in the IR field
attempts to break the dominant approach of seeing institutional collaboration as pure
systemic work which by definition is the power distribution among actors. Several
scholars have set forth this overarching theme by proposing studies from constructivist
perspectives. Ernst Haas, John Ruggie, and Peter Haas had respectively treated their
arguments that led to similar ends of strengthening collaboration with the construction
of cognitive elements.
Ernst Haas’ comprehensive discussion of regime formation follows a step by step

政 治 大

progress from the identifying of issue area and motivations for actors to make issue
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linkages and create issue packages (which contains the degree of consensual knowledge
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among experts and interconnection of goals identified by policy makers), thus
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determining the cognitive path of issue-area formation, to policy-makers’ decision of
regime type.14 John Ruggie pushed further by adding on empirical discussions that
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show structural and cognitive factors both contribute to the formation of regimes. He
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uses the transformationaof international economic regimes before and after WWII to
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U interacts with each other. Holding
h e neconomic
argue that regimes and international
g c h i order

a different view from hegemonic stability theory and distinguishing the “form” and
“content” of international order, he argues that the structure of power distribution only
predicts the former, not the latter. Therefore, if the power distribution changes or
hegemony power declines, rules and procedures might change, but the normative
framework of liberal economy is not necessary to change so long as the social purpose
(consensual knowledge embedded in the society) is constant.

15

Looking into

Ernst Haas. (1980). “Why Collaborate? Issue-Linkage and International Regimes.” World Politics, 32(3), 357-405.
John Gerard Ruggie. 1982. “International Regimes,Transactions, and Change: Embedded Liberalism in the
Postwar Economic Order.” International Organization 36 (2): 379-415.
14
15
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knowledge-shaping more nuanced, Peter Haas proposed an epistemic community
approach to explain the ideational constructs of national interests and behavior. By
arguing that focusing only on the structure of power would ignore the fact that states
could adjust their interests and behaviors through learning and accepting new
knowledge as their conduct, Haas identified “control over knowledge” and “norm
diffusion”, both usually carried out by epistemic communities, dimensions of power
that shapes international coordination.16 In short, for institutions to succeed, they all
argued that knowledge plays the part of creating convergence of actors’ interests and

政 治 大

between policy and content, basically deciding how the collaboration is holding

立

together.
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Later dialogues on combining rationalists and constructivists views are abundant

‧

and progressive in explaining IOs role of normative convergence among actors. 17
Finnemore and Sikkink’s study centers on socialization, the key element of
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constructivist approach, and how it is achieved by norm diffusion and influences state
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behaviors. As constructivists
a they still look into the opposite of ideational factors

n
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l C
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h e nrelate
material factors
i Uexplain
g c hand

whether and how

the behaviors within norm

dynamics, most importantly conformity. Not only have they introduced the norm “life
cycle” as an analytical framework, including concepts such as “tipping point”, “critical
mass”, “norm cascade”, and eventually internalization, in another word socialization,
they also identified norm entrepreneurs and IO networks facilitating this process by
‘pressuring targeted actors to adopt new policies and laws to ratify treaties and by

16

Peter Haas. (1992). Introduction: Epistemic Communities and International Policy Coordination.
International Organization, 46(1), 1-35.
17
Lisa Martin, & Beth Simmons. (2013). International organizations and institutions. In W. CarlsnaesT. Risse, & B. A.
Simmons Handbook of international relations (pp. 326-351). SAGE Publications Ltd,
https://www.doi.org/10.4135/9781446247587.n13. Handbook of International Relations. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage
Publications; 2002. pp. 192-211.
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monitoring compliance with international standards’ 18 . Moreover, the linkage of
international and domestic aspects on socialization has led the cleavage between
constructivist and rationalist approach obvious and blurred at the same time. The term
‘‘strategic social construction’’, which is quite clear by their definition that ‘these actors
are making detailed means–ends calculations to maximize their utilities, but the utilities
they want to maximize involve changing the other players’ utility function in ways that
reflect the normative commitments of the norm entrepreneurs’19.
Checkel went further to define internalization in a more detailed and middle-
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theoried way. Changing from the logic of consequences to the logic of
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appropriateness,20 socialization processes could be analyzed by the three mechanisms
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including strategic calculation, role playing, and normative suasion. The purpose of

‧

identifying potential synergies between constructivism and rationalism is now visible
as strategic calculation is much more a self- interest based, materialist mechanism to
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approach this issue. However, the calculations might make up further explanations for
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the influencing identity ato state behaviors as ‘dispositions become anchored as part of
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identity (thathis,e n
internalized)
g c h i Uand how

an individual’s

they shape this person’s

preferences and behavior towards new objects or issues are matters of debate’ 21 .
Strategic calculations are mainly based on the incentives (rewards or punishments)
including various kinds of conditionality, one of the most common is the granting of
membership to international organizations, which is discussed more in another article

Martha Finnemore, and Kathryn Sikkink. 1998. “International Norm Dynamics and Political Change.”
International Organization 52 (4): 887–917.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
21
Jeffrey T. Checkel. (2005). International Institutions and Socialization in Europe: Introduction and Framework.
International Organization, 59(4), 801-826.
18
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by Schimmelfennig.22 Considering calculation alone couldn’t invoke change to logic
of “appropriateness” since it is seen as instrumentally rational, in some conditions
behavioral adaptation is possible to line up with community norms. It seems to be an
explanation similar to the inertia of institutional effects that ‘It is possible that what
starts as behavioral adaptation, may— because of various cognitive and institutional
lock-in effects—later be followed by sustained compliance that is strongly suggestive
of internalization and preference change’23.
Shimmelfennig’s study takes a break from the constructivism-driven researches

政 治 大

and shifts the focus on normative suasion and social influence of the IOs to strategic
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calculation for behavioral adaptation preceding the actual internalization/socialization.
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He emphasizes the importance of “process” starting from reinforcement, in this case
routinization and rationalization, which leads to the final type 1 and type 2

‧

internalization proposed by Checkel.24 Moreover, we have to acknowledge that what is
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important to norm socialization not only happens at the international level as external
factors to state actors but also domestic factors that make the most difference. With the
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different combinations of constellations
domestic level of states, it is still the
h e n g cinhthe
i U
calculation on the political cost of domestic change and benefits on memberships that
make reinforcement and conformity possible. International and domestic change are
complementary to each other rather than surpassing each other. 25 Shimmelfennig’s
article also did not completely shut out constructivist explanations on norm diffusions
since it acknowledges internalization itself and the types of internalization; relatively,

22

Frank Schimmelfennig. (2005). Strategic Calculation and International Socialization: Membership Incentives, Party
Constellations, and Sustained Compliance in Central and Eastern Europe. International Organization, 59(4), 827- 860.
23
See footnote 21.
24
Ibid.
25
See footnote 22.
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strategic calculation is also discussed as a mechanism by constructivists. It only
suggested that strong evidence and process to internalization might come from
domestic calculations.
Theories as reviewed ranging within traditional IR paradigms mostly focused on
the discussion of the efficiency to coordinate through IOs, how they alter states’ actions,
and IOs’ resiliency during shifting power dynamics. Before the principal-agent model
of IO was proposed, there was a lack of theory that can ‘explain organizational
autonomy as well as responsiveness to the demands of member governments’ 26 .
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Considering the discussion of this thesis on China’s deployment of influence in MDBs,
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the changing of MDBs’ behavior accordingly, and eventually the effects on overall
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global institutional structures and the interests of other state principals, it is necessary

ii.

Principals’ interest and their control over IOs
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to conduct a review on principal-agent theory in the next section.
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Delegation to IO, a phenomenon that happens during IO formation, is ‘a
conditional grant of authority
from a principal to an agent in which the latter is
a
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27
empowered to act on behalf of h
theeformer’.
i U on this relation tie, P-A models are
n g c hBased
applied as an analytic framework to the causes and consequences of the interaction
between principal (member state) and agent (IO) preferences. Deriving from the agency
theory first applied in other subjects of social science (economy, comparative politics),
Nielson and Tierney proposed a systematic P-A framework revolving the issues of
common agency and delegation chain. Both issues generate the problem of agency

26

Daniel L. Nielson, Michael J. Tierney. (2003). Delegation to International Organizations: Agency Theory and World
Bank Environmental Reform. International Organization, 57(2), 241-276. Retrieved January 27, 2021, from
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3594852.
27
Darren G. Hawkins, Utah, David A. Lake, Daniel L. Nielson, Michael J. Tierney, (Eds.). (2006).
Delegation and Agency in International Organizations (Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions).
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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slippage. IOs’ rule and procedure provide the mechanism to solve coordination
problems for collective action, however complex principal and delegation chain
inevitably requires some compromise of principal preferences. 28
The process of preference aggregation therefore became a supporting argument of
principals’ control over agency. Drawing on coalition theory, Lynne suggested that the
majority voting rules in IOs designed by the principals give way to the preference
aggregation of collective principals. Principals that are generally viewed as small/midsized and centrist- positioned are considered “pivotal” in the coalition model, as they
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are often the decisive players that influence the final voting results in IOs. 29 This
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implies that the voting outcomes which decides agency behavior will not always be
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closest to the preference of the most powerful players among all. Thus, the coalition
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model could be useful while we further consider Chinese attempts to influence
organizational behaviors under the formal voting structures.
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The discussion of coalition highlights the necessity of considering factors to
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coalition formation. Regional
a groupings have added complexity to the individuality of
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h egroupings
member states of IOs.30 Regional
i Ubased on some extent of “proximity”,
n g c hform
where geographic proximity, economic and political ties should be taken into
consideration. Those proximities may be the most obvious on regional groupings but
can also go beyond a region, and eventually imply a rationale for coalitions in IOs.
“Proximity” will therefore be set as the indicator to measure coalitions in this thesis.

28

See footnote 26.
Mona M. Lyne, Daniel L. Nielson, Michael J. Tierney. (2006). Who delegates? Alternative models of principals
in development aid. In Darren G. Hawkins, David A. Lake, Daniel L. Nielson, Michael J. Tierney, (Eds.)
Delegation and Agency in International Organizations (Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions, pp. 4176). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. doi:10.1017/CBO9780511491368.003
30
Bob Reinalda, “Decision Making within International Organizations, An Overview of Approaches and Case
Studies.” Paper for delivery at the European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR), 29 th Joint Sessions of
Workshops, (Grenoble, France, 6-11 April 2001).
29
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Studies focusing on agency preferences, which more relates to the discussion on
organizational autonomy, have moved from focusing on agency strategies to
circumvent principals’ control 31 and the institutional design that keeps the balance
between IOs being dutiful agents or rogue actors32 to the relation of IOs’ degree of
autonomy and their performance. Recent scholars have argued that high autonomy of
IOs and their field staff actually has positive effects on IO performance,33 and the effort
of achieving de facto autonomy rather than de jure autonomy through institutional
design has also been explored.34
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There is a demand for more explanations for states (in the case here powerful states)
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in face of the risk of agency slack choosing to conduct foreign aid through MDBs.
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Milner’s study appeared to be useful and comprehensive in pulling together perspectives
principal-agent

model,

hegemon

self-binding,

and

‧

of

constructivist

norm

appropriation.35 Although Milner’s conclusion is generated by studying the interactions
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between domestic public opinion and state’s decision to allocate aid through multilateral
channels on the case ofapost WWII America as a hegemon, it is assumed in this thesis
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h ewhen
pertinent to expect similar results
n gapplied
c h i toUother great powers seeking to forward
foreign policies through multilateralism.
Notwithstanding, considering China to be the case study in this thesis, domestic

31

Darren G. Hawkins, Brigham Young University, Wade Jacoby. (2006). How agents matter. In D. Hawkins, D.
Lake, D. Nielson, & M. Tierney (Eds.), Delegation and Agency in International Organizations (Political Economy
of Institutions and Decisions, pp. 199-228). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
32
Andrew P. Cortell, Susan Peterson. (2006). Dutiful agents, rogue actors, or both? Staffing, voting rules, and slack in
the WHO and WTO. In D. Hawkins, D. Lake, D. Nielson, & M. Tierney (Eds.), Delegation and Agency in International
Organizations (Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions, pp. 255-280). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
33
Dan Honig. (2019). When Reporting Undermines Performance: The Costs of Politically Constrained
Organizational Autonomy in Foreign Aid Implementation. International Organization, 73(1), 171-201.
34
Ranjit Lall (2017). Beyond Institutional Design: Explaining the Performance of
International Organizations. International Organization, 71(2), 245-280.
35
Helen V. Milner, & Dustin Tingley. (2011). “The Choice for Multilateralism: Foreign Aid and American Foreign
Policy.” Previous versions presented at 2010 ISA and IPES, Washington University at St. Louis, and Germany)
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public opinion as a factor to support these three arguments should be reconsidered and
modified as peer pressure coming from the international community since unlike
democracies the authoritarian regime faces no need to cater its policy to its domestic
constituents’ preference.
Following the thread of various aspects of principal-agent relations, a rising power
added into the context would require another review of its impact on organizational
behavior change and the international order. The models of the engagement of a rising
power in multilateral institutions will be reviewed, and recent studies and opinions on
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its impact will be proceeded in the next section.
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b. A rising power’s impact on institutional order
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There is a burgeoning number of reports and debates about the effect of China taking
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leadership in multilateral institutions. Firstly, on a larger issue scope, a United Nations with
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Chinese Characteristics has been assumed and studied, and the latest Clingendael Report
published in December 2018 shows that China is exerting its influence through several UN
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bodies and affecting the norm
a and standard settings of those
v different thematic areas. In
relation to development

i
l C
n
finance,hthe
i U
e nreport
g c hconcludes

that China has been investing

resources in the orphanized agencies in the UN as tools to align its domestic interest with
the UN agenda. Increasing influence in UN DESA, UNDP and UNIDO appears to be
extremely beneficial to China as those agencies focus on economic development and
development finance, which is perfect for legitimization of its BRI in tying together the BRI
and UN standards (SDGs). As the leader positions in those agencies are mostly occupied by
Chinese officials, voicing to support the BRI and aligning their agenda would be much
feasible.36 For an overall image of how these investments and impact look like, Table 1.1

36

Okano-Heijmans, Maaike & Putten, Frans-Paul. (2018). A United Nations with Chinese characteristics?
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specifically showed the distribution of Chinese influence and its effect on UN bodies related
to development finance. Table 1.2 showed the distribution of Chinese influence and its
effect on each UN body from three thematic case studies (human rights, development
finance, and climate governance).
Table 1. 1 China’s influence in selected UN organizations in the field of development
finance
China’s influence on norms and standards
Moderate

Maximal

UNDP

Minimal

Moderate

政 治 大
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Maximal

UNIDO

UN DESA
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Chinese involvement

Minimal

Source: Maaike Okano-Heijmans & Frans-Paul van der Putten “A United Nations

‧
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Table 1. 2 China’s influence in selected UN organisations
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China’s influence on norms and standards

Ch

Minimal

Chinese involvement

Minimal

OHCHR
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with Chinese characteristics?” (Dec. 2018), Clingendael Report, p.12.

i
n
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Moderate

e n g cUNDP
hi

v

Maximal

UNSC on climate
security

Moderate

Maximal

(UNSC / UNGA on
human rights)
UNIDO

HRC
UN DESA
UNFCCC and the
climate frameworks

Source: Maaike Okano-Heijmans & Frans-Paul van der Putten “A United Nations with
Chinese characteristics?” Dec. 2018, Clingendael Report, p.12.

Clingendael Report.
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Secondly, in wake of the establishment of the BRI and the Asia Infrastructure Bank
(AIIB), the debates on whether China is creating a “shadow” network of international
organization to the existing liberal institution structure has not stopped since 2014.37 The
global economic order after WWII reflected a dominating US power especially over
development financing, with the US holding the largest share in the IMF and World Bank
under the Bretton Woods system. On one aspect, the creation of AIIB and other new
institutions led by China casts skeptical views on whether China is seeking to take over
Western leadership in global orders, and whether the post-Cold War rhetoric of the structure
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of global governance/multilateral organizations — good governance,38 will be compromised.
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Doubts are predictable because the creation of new institutions also means an uncertainty of
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the values and standards that would be upheld by a non-liberal and non-Western leader of
the new sets of institutions. On the other aspect, the constant increase of Chinese staff and
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ensuring of Chinese leadership in existing IOs provided a rhetoric for researchers and policy-
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makers to argue for China’s mere enthusiasm for the current system and purpose to ‘utilize
these international bodies as platform to be involved in global rule-making and to gain more
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of a voice for China.’

39
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n
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Recommendations for the IOs and the US to respond to the China challenge has been
coming from various aspects. Some suggested that the US should redefine its role in the
“core MDBs” and promote an empowered China within them to keep the core MDBs

Shannon Tiezzi, “China’s ‘Shadow’ Network of International Organizations.” The Diplomat,
https://thediplomat.com/2014/11/chinas-shadow-network-of-international-organizations/ (31st Oct. 2014)
38
Ngaire Woods. (1999). Good Governance in International Organizations. Global Governance, 5(1), 39-61.
Retrieved January 27, 2021, from http://www.jstor.org/stable/27800219. The elements to ensure symmetry of
power distribution and efficiency within the institution requires participation, accountability, and fairness, to be
applied as principles. The implement of these principles in IOs has demonstrated that formal voting and
management structures and informal maneuvers are equally important factors that have an influence on good
governance.
39
Wei Liu, “China Wants More Chinese to Work in International Organizations.” The Diplomat,
https://thediplomat.com/2018/08/china-wants-more-chinese-to-work-in-international-organizations/ (24th Aug. 2018)
37
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dominating, not only to ensure further US interest but also the function of existing normsetting and collective actions40. Some also called for IMF reforms to give other developing
countries and emerging markets a greater voice in decision-making. In avoidance of
facilitating fragmented governance and standards, the United States as leader and G20 as
platform should approve and provide guidance for IMF reforms.41 Others focused on the
long-debated issue of China’s dual identity of being both a borrower from MDBs and a
major lender to development countries. Arguing that China is reaping benefits through its
recipient status at the expense of the poorest countries that really need the resources,
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researchers call for the US to take the lead in urging China to become strictly a donor state
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and ensuring an end to this double standard of the MDBs. 42
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However, pointing out an assertive direction of China’s multilateral institution strategy
to either position in this turmoil of debate seems impossible. Following China’s economic
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growth and its discourse of becoming a responsible great power in global governance, its
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identity as a leading developing country has yet to change. As Xi Jinping delivered in his
speech at the 19th Congress of the Communist Party, ‘China has provided entirely new
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options for countries and nations inhthe world that hope
e n g c h i U to accelerate their development and
also maintain their own independence’ while balancing its interests of taking on the dual
identity in global governance. Some scholars agreed that ‘China will remain in a grey zone
between the existing liberal international economic order and the alternative world of
South-South cooperation,’ 43 hedging between its interests of international standards

40

Scott Morris. 2016. "Responding to AIIB: U.S. Leadership at the Multilateral Development Banks in
a New Era" CGD Policy Paper 091. Washington, DC: Center for Global Development.
http://www.cgdev.org/publication/responding-aiib-us-leadership-multilateral-development-banks-new-era
41
Paola Subacchi, “The AIIB Is a Threat to Global Economic Governance.” Foreign Policy,
https://foreignpolicy.com/2015/03/31/the-aiib-is-a-threat-to-global-economic-governance-china/ (31th Mar. 2015)
42
Daniel Wagner, “Trump’s Development Bank Challenge.” International Policy Digest,
https://intpolicydigest.org/2019/02/08/trump-s-development-bank-challenge/
43
Hongying Wang. (2019). The New Development Bank and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank: China’s
Ambiguous Approach to Global Financial Governance. Development and Change, 50(1), 221–244. doi:
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aligned with the developed countries and the resource needed for its development goals
tied closely with the rest of the developing countries.
Given the fact that China appears to be utilizing a multichannel strategy towards its
interests of complex identity, research attention should not be given only to the alternative
institutions created by China, which recent studies of global institutional order have been
largely focusing on. This thesis has found that while studies of China’s exertion of
influence in the existing UN bodies have garnered, there is few thorough discussions of
China’s exertion in existing MDBs. Nevertheless, models proposed by scholars to assess
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China’s overall behavior on the institutional order would be useful when throwing in cases
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of specific MDBs.
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Ikenberry and Lim’s project on China’s institutional statecraft has identified some of
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the most obvious motivations for a rising power to challenge existing rules and institutions
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of international order according to historical cases, while acknowledging China is facing a
dense array of layered institutions—different from the institutional environment from those
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rising powers dating backato the 1950s—that would prompt
China to make complex
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U of building new institutions and
h e n goncthe
institutional choices.44 Although focusing
h istrategy
using AIIB as the case study, they offered an analytical repertoire of China’s institutional
choices, ranging between the spectrum of remaining status quo or extreme opposition (See
Figure 1.1).

10.1111/dech.12473
44
G. John Ikenberry, Darren Lim, D 2017, 'China's emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank and the prospects for counter-hegemony', Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
Strategy, April.
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Figure 1.1 The Spectrum of China’s institutional choices
STATUS-QUO
STAKEHOLDER

AUTHORITYSEEKING
STAKEHOLDER

Join, participate within
existing rules and
practices.

INSTITUTIONAL
OBSTRUCTION

Join, seek greater voice
through redistributing
decision-making
authority.

Join, alter, impede, or
contain the pursuit of
undesirable rules,
practices, and norms.

OPPOSITION
Outright opposition to
or non-participation in
existing institutional
arrangements.

Source: Remade by the author referring to Ikenberry, GJ & Lim, D (2017), ‘China’s
emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the
prospects for counter-hegemony’, Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
Strategy, April.)
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The study concluded that under the current decline of multilateralism support from the
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Trump administration, any attempts from China falling in the spectrum that is against the
current order’s interest ‘…. will have greater prospects of success in the absence of any
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attempt to counter by Washington. This could include obstructing the operation of existing
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institutions, ignoring them, or opposing them outright.’45 The power dynamic between the
rising power and the hegemony in the institution arena also implies challenges faced by the
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international horder.
i U thus
e n gThis
c hthesis

multifaceted liberal

aims to assess the extent of

plausibility of this conclusion in a narrower aspect focusing on examining the middle
options on the spectrum, by examining China’s behaviors in the MDBs, determine which
category on the spectrum they have fallen into, and what it would mean to the existing
international order.

4. Case Selection, Research Approach, Method, and Limitation
A. Case Selection

45

Ibid.
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Current trends of studying the China effect on institutional environments either
emphasize to look from a broader issue scope thus making the UN as a whole their case
study, or stress on the impacts of newly created alternative institutions on existing
institutional orders thus majorly taking the AIIB and the NDB as their cases. In this thesis
the author plans to conduct a coherent and comprehensive research that leads to an
objective evaluation of the Chinese dynamics within existing international institutions,
which would include three main discussions: the motivation, the strategy, and operation.
Current research seldom gives a comprehensive discussion on all three topics in one study.
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Thus, considering the urgent need of resources for infrastructure projects subsequent with
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China’s rising state capacity, MDBs will be a good aspect to cut in and lead to a conclusion
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on the alteration of current development finance institutions. Also, to best reflect
principals’ influence in IOs, it is necessary to pick cases in which the target principals’
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interest and power is reflected significantly (in which China and the United States both
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hold major voting powers). Consequently, the picks of cases in this thesis will include two
major MDBs which both China and the United States highly participate in: The World
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Bank Group and the Asian Development
representing global MDB and regional
h e n gBank,
chi U
MDB respectively.
As for the loan projects selected for additional discussion, aside from the geopolitical
and issue proximities, the author also selected the cases based on media attention, project
scale (most of the loan amount are divided equally between the AIIB and WB or ADB,
except for the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation Corridors 2, 3, and 5 Road
Project in Tajikistan), and significancy (most of them are the first AIIB co-financed
projects in the country).
B. Research Approach
21
DOI:10.6814/NCCU202100391

By reviewing both rational-ideational approaches to study international cooperation, the
author has come to a decision that constructivism and classical realism would best explain
the theme of power and change in this thesis. The compatibility of classical realists and
constructivists has made the change of power structure and ideational factors dependent on
each other.46 The defining of China’s state identity and prestige that influence the order of
international organizations/global governance would be the core concepts that the author
tries to discuss by examining China’s strategy towards MDBs. On the one hand, Hans
Morgenthau acknowledges prestige as an “indispensable element of a rational foreign
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policy” which contributes to the pursuit of state power with diplomatic social intercourses
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practiced by states. 47 On the other hand, constructivists’ logic of appropriateness has the
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perspective of intersubjective understanding stressing that ideas, norms, and discourse shape
the identity perceived between states. Combining the core concepts of classical realism and
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constructivism thus contributes to the discussion of China as a rising power utilizing
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e nandg capproaches
Consequently, fractionated results
should be integrated to look into
hi
the questions we try to address here. An introduction to the variables of this research would
be elucidated as follow:
Independent Variable
China as a rising power and its influence on the institutional order will be the root and
motivation of the whole research. Therefore, the independent variable in this research will

See a comprehensive discussion on the Realist-Constructivism approach in J. Samuel Barkin. “Realist
Constructivism”. International Studies Review. Fall 2003, Vol. 5 Issue 3, p325-342.
47
Hans J. Morgenthau, Kenneth W. Thompson, W. David Clinton. Politics among nations: The struggle for power
and peace. Boston: McGraw-Hill Higher Education.
46
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be China’s power rise, indicated by economy and political strength, and especially in this
thesis its position in international organizations. Identifying its power change thus
motivation and capacity to put more resources into MDBs will be discussed in the next
chapter. Milner’s study which pulls together perspectives of principal-agent model,
hegemon self-binding, and constructivist norm appropriating addresses the reason for great
powers to channel its foreign policy through multilateral institutions and would thus be
adjusted in accordance with China being the case in this thesis.
Intervening Variables
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Three intervention variables will be the main body of discussion in this thesis: voting
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behavior, coalition, and norm and standard setting. Each will be examined in the third
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and fourth chapter respectively under the discussion of the case study MDBs. Voting
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behavior will be discussed based on the concept of collective principals and preference
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measured with principal proximity and thus its effect on China’s behavior on project

will be measuring China’s
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support, both taking a principal-agent
perspective. On norm
i v and standard setting, the author
Ch

Report did on measuring

Chinese effects on UN norms (personnel change, rhetoric, etc.).
Dependent Variable
After the intervening variables are fully examined, we can now move to categorize
them into groups of strategies and determine which parts of the spectrum shown in Figure
1.1 they fall into, and finally it is possible to discuss their influence on the current
institutional order. The dependent variable can thus be defined as the degree of change in
the MDBs organizational behavior which is affected by a rising power’s choice of
strategy towards international institutions. This would give us a clearer picture of whether
23
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or how a rising power’s interest clashes with the current order of global governance.
C. Research Method
a. Document analysis

The author plans to use qualitative research methods in this thesis. By conducting
document analysis, literature or documents are systematically categorized and
interpreted by the researcher to give voice and meaning around an assessment topic.
Document resources could be categorized into two kinds, primary and secondary, with
the first conducted by direct researcher interpretation from raw materials and the latter
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adding a layer of researcher re- interpretation of existing scholarly interpretations.
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Considering that the result and discussion of this thesis are based majorly upon
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understanding China’s deployment of its influence towards MDBs, the structure of
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MDBs and China’s strategy has to be fully examined. Primary sources including data
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interpreted and referenced to reach a conclusion.

Ch

D. Research Limitation
a. Limitation on uncertainty of future

The influence of China’s rising power on the international order is an ongoing topic
and is not expected to have a clear conclusion in the near future. The thesis could only
include past until current information through the past two decades considering China as a
rising great power in the international system has only been given more academic attention
since around the 2000s, and also more adjustments on its strategies for multilateral
institutions could be observed since then. However, there is little transparency and certainty
24
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of information released by the PRC government on its future strategy with multilateral
institutions, we could only make conjecture according to its shown behavior within the
international order.
b. Limitation on research method

Interpretation on documents could be beneficial while giving attention to the nuances
of ideational factors in each document. However, research on international organizations
will benefit a lot from large-N analysis, when quantitative methods and regression models
could be applied to run data collection, which is not in the capability of this thesis. Thus,
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readers might find the case selection of this thesis limited to a certain degree and without
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the comparison of cases from much various sectors, themes, and countries.
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Another significant limitation is that it is not in the capability of the author to retrieve
official voting records from the World Bank and Asian Development Bank. While
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determining the strength and significance of the coalitions in the Banks, this thesis could
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only make assumptions according to the possible relationships of the countries involved.
Regarding the data of World Bank members’ voting shares and annual loan approvals of
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the Bank, this thesis focuses on the
sub-institutions in the Bank, the IBRD and
htwo
e nmain
gchi U
IDA, for the sake of keeping the discussion straight forward without having to deal with
potentially irrelevant data.
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Chapter II: Expanding through Multilateral Institutions:
China’s Motive and Strategy in the Past Two Decades
1. State Expansion in IR Theories
The questions of whether a state will pursue expansion, to what degree it will expand, and
what the subsequent effects of its expansion are, are all questions that have been debated by
schools of different theories for long. While every theory has some validity on the issue, classical
realism and constructivism are the ones that shed more light on the current situation for China’s
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expansion of its influence and in the long run.
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We often assume a modern realist to be looking at issues from the lens of structural analysis
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and attributing “power” to the accumulation of material elements. Following their logic, the
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optimal strategy for a rational actor in the international political system will be seeking to
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maximize its security by becoming a regional hegemon. However, the current picture seems to be
suggesting otherwise. While China continuously asserts its military muscles in the Asia Pacific,
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its foreign policies also suggestaa long-term grand strategy ofv increasing interdependence with

i
l C
n
e phenomenon,
state actors in every region. To explain h
this
n g c h i Uit is most suitable to consider classical

realism, where to them expansion is of human nature, and that security is not the only goal they
seek to reach. 1 Power, which they seek to maximize, contains the pursuit of legitimacy,
international status, and prestige.
Kirshner in his 2010 article on the approach to a rising China attempted to call for an
unlimited vigilance towards China. By gathering scholars’ perspectives including Spykman, Carr,
Morgenthau, Gilpin, Niebuhr, Machiavelli, and Hobbes on rising states, Kirshner concludes that

1

Hans J. Morgenthau, Kenneth W. Thompson, W. David Clinton. Politics among nations: The struggle for power and
peace. Boston: McGraw-Hill Higher Education.
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rising powers will always want one thing and one thing only — more. The aspects of expansion
are especially unpredictable because “the self-definition of their interests will expand along with
their increasing capabilities (and expectations of still greater power to come)”.2 His emphasis of
the importance of “politics” in shaping mutual perception is also worth applying to this thesis
while considering China’s participation in multilateral institutions and activities. Domestic
politics and ideational variables matter, as “norms will not stop states from engaging in acts of
barbaric aggression, but historical experience and perceptions of legitimacy nevertheless
condition the way in which states interpret the meaning of each other’s actions”. 3 By participating
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actors, China is not only engaging
立in setting norms for a larger community but also trying to guide

in multilateral institutions and gradually transforming its position and rhetoric within international
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others’ interpretations towards itself as a great power with high legitimacy to lead.
Constructivist concepts add more specificities and dimensions to the discussion on mutual
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interpretations between a rising state and others, and the continuous interest redefinition of the
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previous itself. Finnemore and Sikkink suggest that the mutual influence of actors’ utility function
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is made happen by the process of socialization, which norm diffusion takes place. 4 Checkel’s
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mechanisms of the logic of appropriateness
the likeliness of “learning by doing”
h e nalsog confirmed
chi U

in shaping identity and preference, while lock-in effects are operating through behavioral
adaptations. 5 Bearing that in mind, multilateral institutions do provide perfect platforms for a
rising state to engage in large-scope norm practicing and identity shaping, bringing its own
domestic interests and foreign policy agenda to the community and try to line them up with
community norms, or reversely, engineering the norms to line up with their own agenda. Given
2

Jonathan Kirshner (2010) The tragedy of offensive realism: Classical realism and the rise of China. European Journal
of International Relations 18(1): 53–75.
3
Ibid.
4
Martha Finnemore, Kathryn Sikkink. 1998. “International Norm Dynamics and Political Change.”
International Organization 52 (4): 887–917.
5
Jeffery T. Checkel (2005). International Institutions and Socialization in Europe: Introduction and Framework.
International Organization, 59(4), 801-826.
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the possibility of mutual influence, we are, in the case of China’s participation in multilateral
institutions, trying to find the evidence that China is indeed swinging its influence in MDBs to
maximize the interest of its own agenda. In the meantime, the trend of China taking more
significant seats in multilateral bodies not only shows their dedication of being a norm
entrepreneur but also fortifies their legitimacy of being a rule maker. It seems like China has made
the international community believe that its interests are internalized with the common norms and
that its preference has changed, or has been accommodated, in a multilateral institution that
provides legitimacy among the international community, while in fact they might be trying to
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The following sections of 立
the chapter will be identifying the relations change of China’s

create an institutional environment that is in accordance with the “Chinese Model”.
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domestic agenda and foreign policy in the past decade, providing the ground for the rest of the
research on related case studies.
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2. China’s Domestic Interests and Foreign Policy Agenda
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A Turn in China’s Economic Statecraft and a Quest for the Legitimacy to Rule
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From the late 20th CenturyaChina has opened up its economic
environment to the world,
v
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n
h eof nitsgdomestic
which boosted the improvement of some
c h i Uproblems such as poverty and stagnant

economic growth. The influx of capitals and supply of labour had made China a major trading
country since and eventually surpassed Japan to become the second largest economy in the world
in 2010, despite the global economic crisis from 2007 to 2009. However, it was also the global
economy crisis in the late 2000s that propelled the turn in China’s economic strategy. It was when
they realized that they have become increasingly vulnerable in the international economy
environment and that to keep its dominance in the global market, they have to ‘move beyond its
reliance on “low-cost advantage” to gain a “comprehensive competitive edge”’ for becoming a
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strong trading power.6
Up to this point, we realize the sole discussion of China’s domestic interests in economic
growth is insufficient for us to comprehend the whole matter of its policy turn. What came to take
form was the tendency of China to implement a so-called “economic diplomacy”, involving the
grand strategy of its foreign policies which contains many political outcomes. The change in
China’s strategy not only altered the structure and trajectory of international economics, but the
measures taken by them which includes the reconstruction of regional and bilateral orders has also
been having influence on mutual perceptions between China and other international actors ever

政 治 大
and working papers in previous立
years that call for the ability to allocate global resources and

since. The 12th Five Years Plan (2011-2015) took a turn in used terms and rhetoric, echoing studies
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becoming a power that is competitive, and stated, in Heath’s words, that ‘China will actively take
part in the draft in and amending of the international regulations and standards to increase its
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influence in international economic and financial organizations.’7 China has since been on the
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Actions since Xi Jin Ping ascendedhto leadership have
e n g c h i Ubecome more obvious and measurable

on the integration of its economic strategy with its foreign policies, and the issue of maintaining
economic growth that makes up the Chinese Communist Party’s ruling legitimacy has also
become more urgent. The concept of the “Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese Nation” and the
“Chinese Dream” proposed by Xi in 2012 set the ground for his firm attitude of the CCP regime
entering an era of pursuing higher recognition and dominance in international economy and
politics.8 There have been all kinds of interpretations from scholars, politicians, and the media

Timothy R. Heath. (2016). China’s Evolving Approach to Economic Diplomacy. Asia Policy, (22), 157-192. Retrieved
January 25, 2021, from https://www.jstor.org/stable/24905122
7
ibid
8
習近平官方講話
6
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since Xi started the use of the term “Chinese Dream”, and although it’s as broad as an umbrella
term, researchers have come to the agreement on interpreting it as a promise towards becoming a
dominant power both domestically and globally. Simply judging from a comprehensive
document, Xi’s speech in the First Session of the Twelfth National People's Congress, on one
hand, indicates consolidating the CCP’s power and legitimacy domestically by promoting
‘economic, political, cultural, social, ecological, and technological improvements, all centering
social economic construction, under the concept of socialism with Chinese Characteristics.’ 9 (中
國特色社會主義) On the other hand, China’s global influence will be pursued by waving the
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flags of peace, development, cooperation, and mutual benefit, always pursuing win-win strategies
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and peaceful developments, and taking up the responsibility of propelling peaceful international
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development.10
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This also indicates a turn from a materialistic end goal towards an idealistic end goal.
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According to Xi’s goal in the international arena, translating economic power into political
influence has become China’s pursuit. Subsequently, with policies in line and sufficient material
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capability, the regime reasonablyaseeks the legitimacy and prestige
v to become a global hegemon.
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h earenaiming
Thus, in this case, simply saying that they
i aU“strong trading power” with the ability
g c hfor
to control rules in the market isn’t enough. Heath went through the possibilities of the future
trajectory of China’s economic expansion and the subsequent clash of economic security interests
with the US but ignored the aspect of ideational factors that are in operation through those policies,
which especially in the era of Xi should be given more attention to as a motivation for its
expansion strategies.
Xi has two signature policies combining China’s domestic and foreign interests, one serving

习近平在第十二届全国人民代表大会第一次会议上的讲话. (2013, March 18). 中國共產黨新聞網.
http://theory.people.com.cn/n/2013/0318/c40531-20819774.html
10
Ibid.
9
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as the industrial foundation for realizing the Chinese Dream11 and focusing on the elevation of its
market level in the global value chain, the China Made 2025, and the other advancing its regional
and global influence by implementing a large quantity of foreign investment through development
aid projects, the Belt and Road Initiative. First, China Made 2025 has showed its global
competitors that China is on the road of becoming a competitive power rather than playing a
complementary power in the market, while it plans to gain total control over its own future hightech development. Although MIC25 is being toned down in China’s official rhetoric since the
happening of the 2018 US-China trade war where battles of technology development took much
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Standard 2035” for getting too much
立 international vigilance, the content of MIC25 is believed to

of its proportion, and its content is widely said to be realized either in the 13th FYP or the “China
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be staying and being implemented in alternate policies. 12 Having their own R&D team and
products on Information and Communications Technology, power equipment, robotics, and other

‧

innovative technologies gives them the ability to tap its influence into other regions through
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collaborations and investments.13 The US-China trade war has also served as a catalyst in the
decoupling process of US and Chinese firms, pushing the decreasing of economic
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interdependence of those two great powers
the division of labor between them in the market
h ewhile
ngchi U
is gradually disappearing. That said, there is still a surfeit of supply for cheap labors in China’s
labor market that needs to be consumed while the demand is already moving up the value chain
and China is no longer aiming for labor-intensive manufacturing, which brings to China’s interests
and motives behind the BRI.
As this movement of national rejuvenation and turn of rhetoric for more assertive
11

Shannon Tiezzi. (2014, June 10). Xi: China Must Take Technological Future Into Own Hands. The Diplomat.
https://thediplomat.com/2014/06/xi-china-must-take-technological-future-into-own-hands/
12
Orange Wang. (2018, December 13). Beijing no longer requires local governments to work on ‘Made in China 2025’,
but hi-tech ambitions remain. South China Morning Post. https://www.scmp.com/economy/chinaeconomy/article/2177856/beijing-no-longer-requires-local-governments-work-made-china
13
Max J. Zenglein, Anna Holzmann. (2019, July). Evolving Made in China 2025 China’s industrial policy in the quest
for global tech leadership. Mercator Institute for China Studies. https://merics.org/en/report/evolving-made-china-2025
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international expansion are widely said to be for the CCP to preserve its legitimacy to rule, David
Shullman identified economic and information influence as the two key targets that the CCP
should create growth space for to satisfy this end.14 The BRI embodies both targets if we look at
how it creates the market need for labors, especially facilitating the trend of companies shifting
their downstream supply chain in South-East Asia’s emerging economies, creates market output
for Chinese capitals and goods in various BRI construction projects, translates economic
influences into the controlling of strategic assets 15 in developing countries to alter their political
preferences, and utilizes “sharp power” tool kits (media, intellectuals, private communities) both

政 治 大
influence further and more permanently,
立 the international institutions are only inevitable fighting
abroad and domestic to manipulate information space for positive propagandas. To take this
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grounds for the clash of the Western-led democratic model and the Chinese-led authoritarian
model. Although China’s intention for its assertive behaviors abroad is still to be determined,16
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we cannot deny that China is strategically using its economic power and growing leadership role
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in multilateral institutions to advance its geopolitical interests that stem domestically. Moving
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forward to the discussion on China’s participation in multilateral institutions, the author will
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borrow Hafner-Burton and later scholars’
h concepts
i U analysis and clarify the issue areas
e n g conh network
that China is advancing through multilateral institutions and international frameworks.

3. The Importance of Participating in Multilateral Institutions for China
From a network approach perspective, ‘a structural analysis of networks equates the power
of a particular node to its position in the network, defined by its persistent relationships with other

David O. Shullman. (2019, October 4). Protect the Party: China’s growing influence in the developing world.
Brookings. https://www.brookings.edu/articles/protect-the-party-chinas-growing-influence-in-the-developing-world/
15
Jonathan E. Hillman. (2018, April 2). Game of Loans: How China Bought Hambantota. Center for Strategic and
International Studies. https://www.csis.org/analysis/game-loans-how-china-bought-hambantota
16
Audrye Wong. (2019, October 4). China’s economic statecraft under Xi Jinping. Brookings.
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/chinas-economic-statecraft-under-xi-jinping/
14
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nodes.’17 Serving as an approach to measure constructivists’ concepts on socialization and logic
of appropriateness, a network actor that persists a strong position might have the advantage in the
socialization and norm diffusion process through the property that networks provide: information
space that fosters learning. When the power to influence is based on different types of social
transactions that relates to each other, an actor’s position in the network which those transactions
created is the most important to decide whether it wields the power.
Now, the reason why multilateral institutions are perfect platforms for China to advance its
interests that span globally is simple: In networks, actors’ behaviors are interdependent, and

政 治 大
defined by Hafner-Burton, Kahler
立and Montgomery as the power to “access”, “brokerage” and
different levels of network relations influence each other. The elements of network influence are
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“exit”. While examining the case of China, this thesis finds that “access” and “brokerage”
accurately describes China’s strategy to advance in multilateral institutions.
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On the one hand, when China and developing countries create network ties of material
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product transmission through debt and infrastructure investment (could be asymmetric), or even
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further create non-material product transmission18 by disturbing developing countries’ strategic
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advantages, China gains leverage powerhthat translates into
e n g c h i U brokerage position in higher systemic

levels. For instance, scholars are concerned that China is promoting its imperial-like "Chinamodel"19 of international institution that is alternative to the current Western-liberal model, which
could be explained by Hafner-Burton's elaboration on the metropole gaining exclusive ties to the
periphery thus creating bargaining power in the institution network level.20 On the other hand,

17

Emilie M. Hafner-Burton, Miles Kahler and Alexander H. Montgomery, International Organization, Vol. 63, No. 3
(Summer, 2009), pp. 559-592.
18
Ibid.
19
Jonathan E. Hillman. (2020, March 13). A ‘China Model?’ Beijing’s Promotion of Alternative Global Norms and.
Center for Strategic & International Studies. https://www.csis.org/analysis/china-model-beijings-promotion-alternativeglobal-norms-and-standards#_ftn2; Greg C. Bruno. (2020, May 27). Is a China-led world order inevitable? Asia Times.
https://asiatimes.com/2020/05/is-a-china-led-world-order-inevitable/
20
Martha Finnemore, and Kathryn Sikkink. 1998. “International Norm Dynamics and Political Change.”
International Organization 52 (4): 887–917.
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when China participate and merge their interests into existing network values and assume more
critical positions in institutions for more decision-making power, they enhance their node
centrality and gain what scholars call "social power" that 'not only allow a node...... to access
benefits from other network members, it may also let that node shape the flow of information
among nodes and alter common understandings of relative capabilities, common interests, or
norms.'21
That network power favors those pursuing non-conventional strategies in international
politics has also been discussed by Stacie Goddard in her research on revisionists embedded in
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implementing the strategy of a “bridging-revisionist”
that has both high access and high brokerage
立

institutions. Borrowing her categorization of revisionists, this thesis believes that China is
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power in the networks. She defines bridging revisionists as states that are ‘deeply embedded in
existing institutional networks, yet have strong and exclusive relations with network subgroups’
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and those that seek “rule-based revolution” within the dominant order.22 China conveniently fits
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in this description for its expansion of membership in major MDBs since the 1980s, increasing its
share of contribution in the regular UN peacekeeping budget, and ensuring Chinese nationals to
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assume high rank roles in UN bodies. Moreover,
engagement in infrastructure investment
h e n gChina’s
chi U

in developing countries through the BRI and leadership exertion by representing developing
countries in major institutions indicate that it possesses certain exclusive relations with the
developing countries as a network subgroup.
Both the access and brokerage power are strong for China; however, the competing nature
of possessing multiple interests and identities from the entanglement of networks sometimes
means the cost of advancing a specific interest gets higher. It is also for this reason that this thesis

21

Ibid.
Stacie Goddard. (2018). Embedded Revisionism: Networks, Institutions, and Challenges to World Order.
International Organization. 72. 1-35. 10.1017/S0020818318000206.
22
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believes existing institutions deserve more research attention when analyzing the strategy of
bridging revisionists, since to reduce the cost of advancing their interests and ‘to ease these crosspressures, bridging revisionists will seek to transform existing institutions in ways that better
accommodate their multiple networks.’23 Thus, although this thesis may seem to be focusing on
the discussion of cases on China’s institutional-strategy to advance their BRI projects through
MDBs, it is far more than that. Institution-building from a bridging revisionist angle requires a
comprehensive understanding of the actor’s target interest area inside and outside existing
institutions and its grand-strategy for approaching multilateral institutions.

政 治 大
As mentioned in the立
previous chapter, Ikenberry indicated the challenges faced by

A. Aligning institutional agendas with BRI interests
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the Liberal International Order (LIO) depends on the power dynamic (network position)
between a seemingly isolating hegemon (the U.S.) and a rising power assuming greater
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international leadership (China), and that China is facing a dense array of layered
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institutions (network levels) that would prompt China to make complex institutional
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choices. 24 Rounding up several scholars’ view on China’s intention towards existing
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institutions, there is little evidence
is attempting to overthrow the existing
h e nthatg China
chi U
global order, but rather seeking rule-based revolution within. Also backed by CSIS scholar
Jonathan Hillman’s statement prepared for a U.S. Congress hearing session, the platform
for competing on global norm and standard setting is likely to remain in existing
institutions, and that the attention should be given to China’s strategy in those institutions
which they exert influence to participate, obstruct, or oppose organizational behaviors.25

23

Ibid.
G. John Ikenberry, Darren Lim, D. 2017, 'China's emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank and the prospects for counter-hegemony', Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
Strategy, April.
25
See 20.
24
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Those calling for the U.S. government to retrieve domination and leadership in
international institutions to counter China’s revisionist values have suggested that
identifying China’s prior issue areas in the existing order and their point to cut in is key to
understanding their strategy layout.
While the media often prefers shocking titles that might exaggerate the intention of
China’s institutional approach, CSIS scholar Jude Blanchette pointed out that China’s
seemingly aggressive moves ‘doesn’t have to mean that China wants to take over the
globe,’ but rather most likely that ‘the Party is renegotiating its role in the world’ and that

政 治 大
the source of worrisome comes
立 from the option of following a Chinese-model which China

she gets very nervous while thinking about it.26 The trend of research has illustrated that
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is providing for the developing countries and making it legit in international institutions
that could eventually erode the territory of liberal values led by the Western-model. The
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infiltration of Chinese values is coming from multiple angles and varied scope, whether it
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is as subtle and chronic as co-hosting events for infrastructure development related
platforms, or as obvious and strategic as China leveraging its financial advantage to
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announce the suspension of debt-repayment
h e n g c hfrom
i U77 low-income countries in early June
2020 aligning with the G-20’s debt relief program. Those exertions of China’s leverage
on multiple issues are perfect examples for creating access and making use of its brokerage
position.
The BRI is a large-scale and long-term foreign agenda that China established to
strengthen its centrality for an abundance of reasons. For one, there is evidence that shows
China’s actions to align its BRI related interests with multiple regional and global
institutions or frameworks that could help raise the agenda’s legitimacy, in order to propel

26

Greg C. Bruno. (2020, May 27). Is a China-led world order inevitable? Asia Times. https://asiatimes.com/2020/05/isa-china-led-world-order-inevitable/
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wider collaboration and embed its value into the global order. Self-held forums and joint
announcements made to promote the positive value of BRI could be seen across
organizations and regions.
The Belt and Road Forum (BRF) was first held in May 2017, with 29 foreign heads
of state and government leaders attending the forum along with organizational leaders
including UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, then World Bank President Jim Yong
Kim, and then Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund Christine Lagarde.
According to scholar Shannon Tiezi’s article on The Diplomat, China held the forum not
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a number of key organizations,

only to showcase BRI’s bilateral achievements but also to promote its vision of deepening
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“policy connectivity” with

especially regional
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development organizations such as ASEAN and Eurasian Economic Union.27 The BRF
also brought additional results such as getting 30 leaders to sign a joint communique on
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committing to facilitate open economy, inclusive trade, and reject protectionism, adding
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value that aligns with the development strategy of the Western world to the BRI. A point
worth mentioning is that China chose to hold this forum right when the US, the long-time
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hegemony guiding global development
had elected the Trump administration,
h e n gstrategy,
chi U

leading a worldwide debate whether the US is turning to protectionism and unilateralism,
a timing that is perfect for China to promote and assume its leadership role in global
governance.
The second BRF in 2019 is more of a rebranding event with substantial actions made
for BRI rather than obvious political propaganda compared to the first forum. Over 6 years
of implementing BRI projects and lending to developing countries, accumulated criticism
of China creating debt traps for developing countries and infrastructure projects not

27

Shannon Tiezzi. (2017, May 16). What Did China Accomplish at the Belt and Road Forum? The Diplomat.
https://thediplomat.com/2017/05/what-did-china-accomplish-at-the-belt-and-road-forum/
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conforming to standards of other development institutions has pushed China to make some
substantial efforts in making the BRI a project that could be integrated into existing norms
and standards. For example, the Chinese government released the Debt Sustainability
Framework for Participating Countries of the Belt and Road Initiative on April 25, 2019,28
the same date the forum started. The fact that the framework was composed largely based
on the Joint World Bank-IMF Debt Sustainability Framework for Low-Income
Countries29 has indicated that although the BRI is said to be a method to export the Chinese
model of global governance, the BRI cannot escape existing norms and create a completely
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has Chinese centrality while
立 at the same time aligning with some global standards.

contradictory model to the currently functional institution, but to build an institution that
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Looking at the growing numbers and titles of the attendees to the second BRF,
observers could also assume that the BRI has been taking bigger steps towards aligning its
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interests with core participating regions such as ASEAN countries, Central Asia, and
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Europe,30 constituting the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road and the Silk Road Economic
Belt as parts of the BRI. The fact that Southeast Asian countries are actively increasing
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their participation with the BRIhhas indicated a stronger
tie China is trying to create to
engchi U

consolidate its South China Sea influence, and also making a move against the US-led
FOIP (Free and Open Indo-Pacific). Although there have been tensions surrounding the
South China Sea disputes between Southeast Asian countries and China, the former has
also been gaining significant economic benefit from BRI projects. China’s strong
economic statecraft here has kept those ASEAN countries holding a rather inclusive
Ministry of Finance of People’s Republic of China. (2019, April 25). Debt Sustainability Framework for Participating
Countries of the Belt and Road Initiative. http://m.mof.gov.cn/czxw/201904/P020190425513990982189.pdf.
29
Christine Lagarde. (2019, May 7). How to Ensure the Effective and Sustainable Financing of International
Development. IMF. https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2019/05/07/sp050719-how-to-ensure-the-effective-andsustainable-financing-of-international-development
30
Shannon Tiezzi. (2019, April 29). Who Is (and Who Isn’t) Attending China’s 2nd Belt and Road Forum? The
Diplomat. https://thediplomat.com/2019/04/who-is-and-who-isnt-attending-chinas-2nd-belt-and-road-forum/
28
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strategy and not yielding to the US camp during the ongoing competition between China
and the US for dominance in the Indo-Pacific region.31
China is also forwarding its agenda by utilizing channels it created in the existing
institution ecosystem, such as AIIB. Although discussions on the AIIB have mostly been
on whether it is taking over the function and authority of existing MDBs, this thesis holds
the opinion of China using AIIB more as a tool to increase its centrality in the network. In
other words, China’s degree of centrality in the global governance network is pursued
through multiple nodes created by China, including the AIIB, to reduce the cost of
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through actions AIIB took
立to participate in or influence other MDBs’ agenda. The types
advancing their interests globally. Therefore, the alignment of interests could be observed
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and amount of AIIB’s partnership documents are as below:
Figure 2.1 AIIB’s Partnership Documents
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MoU and Other Partnership Related Documents of the AIIB
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https://www.aiib.org/en/about-aiib/who-we-are/partnership/index.html)
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e nhas
h MOUs to cooperate with MDBs ranging
g csigned
As shown in the list above, AIIB

across Asia, Europe, Africa, and America starting from 2016. The MOU content includes
acknowledgement of common interests in development areas, and to further strengthen
strategic cooperation through information and knowledge sharing, communication and
coordination, and co-financing projects in areas of common interests32. Moreover, the
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Ken Moriyasu &Tomoya Onishi (2020 July 15). Asia greets US shift on South China Sea with hope and doubt.
Nikkei Asia https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/South-China-Sea/Asia-greets-US-shift-on-SouthChina-Sea-with-hope-and-doubt?fbclid=IwAR0FZuLIaaOf37e7aF_X37VIvwO-hsI2zPs4gBeh3Hp02k7ZZUzEW7MCmQ
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As seen as contents of MOUs signed with two key AIIB partners, ADB and World Bank. AIIB, ADB sign MOU to
strengthen cooperation for sustainable growth - News - AIIB. (2016, May 2). AIIB. https://www.aiib.org/en/newsevents/news/2016/AIIB-ADB-sign-MOU-to-strengthen-cooperation-for-sustainable-growth.html;
World Bank and AIIB Sign Cooperation Framework- News - AIIB. (2017, April 23). AIIB.
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AIIB has also signed Co-Financing Framework Agreements with the World Bank and
ADB in 2016 and 2019 respectively. According to Chinese media Xinhua News, the Cofinancing Framework Agreement for Sovereign Operations between AIIB and ADB will
“guide overall co-financing arrangements between the two institutions going forward”33
and China Daily also reported on the Co-Financing Framework Agreement between AIIB
and WB that “The agreement paves the way for the two institutions to jointly develop
projects”34 in the following years. As the two key partners with AIIB to advance the BRI’s
interest, ADB and WB not only bear the most common area of interest but also work for

政 治 大
complementary to each 立
other. Aligning the interests between those two MDBs and the

the development of regions overlapped with AIIB, making them competitive and
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AIIB creates the issue linkages and legitimacy that AIIB needs, leading to a stronger
centrality and better position for China to make future leverage.
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Another major alignment of interest and value with existing institutions through the
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BRI is the establishment of the Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) project, Silk-roads Disaster
risk Reduction (SiDRR), in 2016, following the three landmark climate change and
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sustainable development
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relatedh agreements as U
e n g c h i described

by Lei Yu et al 35 that UN

members adopted in 2015, including the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
2015-2030, the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, and the Paris Agreement. The
SiDRR has adopted the objectives of the Sendai Framework36 and created an international

https://www.aiib.org/en/news-events/news/2017/World-Bank-and-AIIB-Sign-Cooperation-Framework.html
33
xuxin (2019, March 21). ADB, AIIB sign agreement on cofinancing arrangement for further cooperation - Xinhua |
English.news.cn. XINHUANET. http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-03/21/c_137912998.htm
34
Y. Zheng. (2016, April 25). AIIB to co-finance projects with World Bank and ADB - Business - Chinadaily.com.cn.
CHINADAILY. https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2016-04/15/content_24562786.htm; World Bank and AIIB
Sign First Co-Financing Framework Agreement. (2016, April 13). World Bank.
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2016/04/13/world-bank-and-aiib-sign-first-co-financing-frameworkagreement
35
L. Yu, C. Peng, A.D. Regmi et al. An international program on Silk Road Disaster Risk Reduction–a Belt and Road
initiative (2016–2020). J. Mt. Sci. 15, 1383–1396 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1007/s11629-018-4842-4
36
Ibid.
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DRR platform for Belt and Road countries that “aims to achieve the substantial reduction
of disaster risk and losses in lives, livelihoods and health and in the economic, physical,
social, cultural and environmental assets of persons, businesses, communities and
countries over the next 15 years.”37 The creation of the SiDRR not only expresses China’s
will to socialize into existing frameworks, but also inevitably provides an alternative set
of rules and practices that will also potentially cause socialization the other way around.
More recently, China has held the International Conference on SiDRR and
Sustainable Development in May 2019, with the Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
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(UNEP), United Nations
立Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), and other

Association for Science and Technology, United Nations Environment Programme
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international scientific partners co-hosting this event. This conference not only shows that
China has embedded its agenda into the global institutions, but also echoed the second
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BRF’s theme of promoting Belt and Road cooperation for high-quality development and
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the goal of its “Green Belt and Road” to align the BRI with the Sustainable Development
Goals.38 While the issue linkages with BRI become more and more complicated and the
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network which China positions itself
bigger and more layered, China has gained
h e ninggrows
chi U
more centrality, with more access and brokerage capability.
Last but not least, as a part of the BRI’s “road” plan, the Maritime Silk Road Initiative
(MSRI) also implies an attempt of China to more deeply connect and gain access into the
ASEAN ecosystem, no matter it’s security wise, economy wise, or politics wise. As
Blanchard said in his Contemporary China article, one can posit that the economic aims
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United Nations - Headquarters. United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction. (2015, March). Sendai Framework
for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030. UNDRR. https://www.undrr.org/publication/sendai-framework-disaster-riskreduction-2015-2030
38
Lili Pike. (2020, November 17). ‘Green Belt and Road’ in the spotlight. China Dialogue.
https://chinadialogue.net/en/energy/11212-green-belt-and-road-in-the-spotlight/
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of the MSRI and the ASEAN community resemble each other.39 The MSRI serves as a
development strategy to boost inter-connectivity throughout Southeast Asia and the IndoPacific, which is conforming to the Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity 2025, with a
focus on establishing “a rolling priority pipeline of ASEAN infrastructure projects to
attract more public and private investments into infrastructure in ASEAN.”40
CSIS scholars have conducted a research series on the MSRI and its strategic and
economic implications for the Indo-Pacific region, and seemed to agree that most MSRI
projects by China are attempting to gain strategic advantage in the Indo-Pacific region by

政 治 大
achieve lower strategic vulnerability
in the region, and also locking its control of possible
立

infrastructure investments and loans, such as gaining natural resource independence to
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strategic military facilities by development initiatives and the so-called “debt trap”.41 To
those scholars, the MSRI’s implications on regional security are probably more
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noteworthy than economic ones, since they consider that China is following every other
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rising powers’ traditional strategy to expand its military options to protect their interests
abroad.42 The research also provides rationale that the MSRI could be seen as the exertion
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of the opposite power to the US-led
and open Indo-Pacific strategy.
h efree
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Until now, this thesis has been assuming the model China might pursue in the
institutional system and combing through the facts of China aligning its agenda with

Jean-Marc F. Blanchard. (2018) China’s Maritime Silk Road Initiative (MSRI) and Southeast Asia: A Chinese ‘pond’
not ‘lake’ in the Works, Journal of Contemporary China, 27:111, 329-343, DOI: 10.1080/10670564.2018.1410959
40
The Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity 2025 Deliverables for 2018 and ASEAN Connectivity Microsite Launched.
(2020, April 16). ASEAN. https://asean.org/master-plan-asean-connectivity-2025-deliverables-2018-asean-connectivitymicrosite-launched/
41
Gregory B. Poling. (2018, April 2). Kyaukpyu: Connecting China to the Indian Ocean. Center for Strategic and
International Studies. https://www.csis.org/analysis/kyaukpyu-connecting-china-indian-ocean; Jonathan E. Hillman.
(2018, April 2). Game of Loans: How China Bought Hambantota. Center for Strategic and International Studies.
https://www.csis.org/analysis/game-loans-how-china-bought-hambantota; Gurmeet Kanwal. (2018, April 2). Pakistan’s
Gwadar Port: A New Naval Base in China’s String of Pearls. Center for Strategic & International Studies.
https://www.csis.org/analysis/pakistans-gwadar-port-new-naval-base-chinas-string-pearls-indo-pacific
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Zack Cooper. (2018, April 2). Security Implications of China’s Military Presence in the Indian Ocean. Center for
Strategic and International Studies. https://www.csis.org/analysis/security-implications-chinas-military-presence-indianocean
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institutional ones to realize the model. What this thesis needs now is a systematic method
that summarizes the rationale of China choosing to advance its agenda through
engagements with multilateral institutions. Milner and Tingley’s three theories of
multilateralism used to analyze the United States’ multilateral behavior including
principal-agent theory, hegemonic self-binding theory, and normative theories
(constructivism) could be borrowed to provide a foundation for the rationale of China’s
multilateral strategy.
B. Three rationales for China’s active multilateral behavior

政 治 大
uncertainty to a principal’s
立decision to participate in a multilateral institution. P-A theory
For Milner and Tingley, the P-A theory serves as a factor that adds complexity and
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explains the dynamics of whether to delegate power or to delegate how much power to an
agency. On one hand, a principal will decide to delegate to an agency when they believe
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that they will benefit from ‘reducing transaction cost or resolve collective action
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problems.’43 On the other hand, the “control” that the principal sacrifices to achieve the
benefit creates agency slack, which might exceed the benefit to their interest and causes
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the principal to not choose to acthmultilaterally. InUthe earlier version of the paper, Milner
engchi

and Tingley explained thoroughly the two alternative theoretic frameworks, namely selfbinding and normative theories, that should suggest support for multilateralism, and tested
the hypotheses by analyzing public opinion data (in which they also find largely
conforming to elite opinion). They have found that the P-A theory’s two competing
elements, burden-sharing and control, take the most responsibility for the divisions over
support for multilateralism. However, they also emphasized in the later version of the
paper that the P-A theory should not be considered as the exclusive rationale for
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Helen V Milner, Dustin H Tingley. The Choice for Multilateralism: Foreign Aid and American Foreign Policy
(2011). APSA 2011 Annual Meeting Paper, Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1900147
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multilateralism and that individuals might ‘hold more than one set of reasons why they
support or oppose multilateralism,’44 such as self-binding and norms. The P-A theory is
only the most salient while it contributes to domestic cleavages, while the alternatives’
relations to domestic cleavages are not really shown in the data. That said, in this thesis, it
is relevant to consider P-A theory, self-binding, and normative theories altogether as the
rationales for multilateralism. Milner and Tingley focused on domestic opinions’ influence
on the US foreign aid policy because the US is a democracy and has a constituent to satisfy.
However, China is another story regarding determining the factors of foreign policy

政 治 大
both elites and the mass public
立 and could be seen as the general principle while assessing
decision-making. At least we know that the three rationales of multilateralism speak to
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government choices of whether to go bilateral or multilateral.
i. China’s P-A consideration
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While China lacks a constituency for the government, it makes more straight
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forward choices while engaging with institutional P-A problems. China has been
pouring in heavy resources into overseas development projects and influence in
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multilateral institutions that
vital to its interests. Not only the estimated total
h eare
ngchi U
amount of China’s international development co-operation reached USD 4.4
billion in 2018, but 74% of China’s USD 1.4 billion multilateral organization
contribution goes through regional MDBs, and the rest goes to the UN. 45 As
mentioned in the previous chapter, China’s share of contribution and voting power
in major institutions have also increased. As of 2019, China has become the
second-largest contributor to the UN’s regular and peacekeeping budget and is now
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Helen V Milner, Dustin H Tingley. (2013). The Choice for Multilateralism: Foreign Aid and American Foreign
Policy. Review of International Organizations, 8 (3), 313-341.
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OECD (2020), "Other official providers not reporting to the OECD", in Development Co-operation Profiles, OECD
Publishing, Paris, https://doi.org/10.1787/18b00a44-en.
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holding the third-largest voting quota in the IMF, WB, and ADB with increasement
over the years. In terms of personnel engagement, China has deployed a current
number of six officials with Chinese nationality as heads of several UN bodies.
Note that the MDBs and organizations mentioned above are those that China
used to encounter the most agency slack in. Take the World Bank for example, as
shown in figure 2.1, the US has a total voting power of 15.76%, followed by
Japan’s 7.66%, and China’s 4.72% (as of Aug 3, 2020).46 Although the voting
power of BRICs countries all ranked top 12, totaling 12.55%, it is still far less than
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of agency slack for
立China while going through decision making processes in the
the US and Japan combined. Researchers could thus assume a considerable degree
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World Bank. For Asian Development Bank, the US and Japan each hold the same
portion of voting power. As of 31 December 2019, they each hold 12.751% of the
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total voting power, followed by China’s 5.437%, while some member states in
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Southeast Asia, South Asia, and Central Asia also hold a middle tier position in
the voting process.47 Therefore, while China seeks more control as a principal to
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these organizations in a h
common agency U
e n g c h i situation, the goal to gain more voting
power and leverage in the decision-making process implies China’s strategy of
forming coalitions to achieve preference aggregation, which is what this thesis
could observe through approved projects from the MDBs.

Figure 2.2 Top 8 countries voting power based on IBRD Subscriptions and Voting Power
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IBRD Subscriptions and Voting Power of Member Countries: World Bank Group Finances. WBG Finances.
https://finances.worldbank.org/Shareholder-Equity/IBRD-Subscriptions-and-Voting-Power-of-Member-Coun/rcx4r7xj/data.
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Asian Development Bank (2019). ADB Annual Report 2019. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.22617/FLS200124
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of Member Countries
Member
India
France
United
Kingdom
Germany
China
Japan
United States

Subscription
Amount
7,602.20
9,768.60

Percentage of Total
Subscriptions
3.13
4.02

Number of Votes
76,777
98,441

Percentage of Total
Voting Power
2.99
3.83

9,768.60
10,537.50
13,067.10
19,297.70
40,065.70

4.02
4.34
5.38
7.95
16.5

98,441
106,130
131,426
193,732
401,412

3.83
4.13
5.11
7.53
15.61

Source: Organized by the author with reference to World Bank Finance. Shareholder Equity
“Top 8 countries voting power”. https://finances.worldbank.org/Shareholder-Equity/Top-8-
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ii. Self-binding to ease peer pressures

Although China’s foreign policy position has taken a tough turn since the
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ascending of Xi Jinping as leader, the rhetoric of “China will never seek hegemony
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or expansion” has appeared several times in official speeches throughout his term.
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Some recent highlights include the following quotes at different occasions.
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At the opening
of the Communist Party of
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C the 19th National Congress
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China in 2017, which is said to be crucial to setting the roadmap of CPC’s ruling
under Xi, Xi said that ‘China will never seek hegemony or engage in expansion no
matter what stage of development it reaches.’ 48 In order to ease international
concerns on China’s expanding economic influence, Xi said during a speech to
mark 40 years of market reforms in 2018, that China would never seek global
hegemony nor will it advance its economic interests at the expense of other
countries’, and reassured China’s commitment to a multilateral trading system and

郭凱 (2017, October 28). China never seeks hegemony, expansion: Xi - China - Chinadaily.com.cn. CHINADAILY.
https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/19thcpcnationalcongress/2017-10/18/content_33404757.htm
48
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open economy. 49 Throughout 2019, China published its 10th national defense
white paper titled “China's National Defense in the New Era”, mentioning for the
first time in a national defense white paper to “never seek hegemony, expansion or
spheres of influence”,50 and Xi also explained at the New Economy Forum held in
Beijing that the great national rejuvenation, the so-called Chinese dream, is not a
dream of hegemony and that international actors shouldn’t be alarmed of the
chance of being replaced.51 Most recently in 2020, first the spokesperson of the
Chinese Foreign Ministry said that “China will not follow the old path that a
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Secretary’s remark
立that the CPC “wants to rewrite the rules of the international

powerful country is bound to seek hegemony” in defense of US Defense
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order”,52 then 2 months later Xi said in the UN General Assembly meeting that
China never seeks to decouple from other countries and never seeks hegemony,
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and that “There is only one system in the world, which is the global system with
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the UN at its core, and there is only one set of rules, which is the basic norms of
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international relations based on the UN Charter,” 53 in an effort to signal the world
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and the organization thathwhile securing its
e n g c h i U leadership position in various fields,

China is hoping to channel its interests through existing systems with current

BBC News. (2018, December 18). Xi Jinping says China “will not seek to dominate.”
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-46601175;
Yanan. Wang. (2018, December 18). China will “never seek hegemony,” Xi says in reform speech. AP NEWS.
https://apnews.com/article/4c9476378e184f238845337ba442715c
50
L. (2019a, July 24). China will never seek hegemony: white paper - Xinhua | English.news.cn. XINHUANET.
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-07/24/c_138253236.htm; Liu, X., & Leng, S. (2019, July 24). China will never
seek hegemony: defense white paper. Global Times. https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1158973.shtml
51
Xi Jinping: Chinese Dream not one of hegemony. (2019, November 22). CGTN. https://news.cgtn.com/news/2019-1122/Xi-meets-foreign-representatives-attending-New-Economy-Forum--LPw9TxJLdm/index.html
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China says it will not seek hegemony as it becomes stronger. (2020, July 20). CGTN.
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2020-07-20/China-says-it-will-not-seek-hegemony-as-it-becomes-strongerShoHdbRpQs/index.html
53
Wendy Wu. (2020, September 24). Chinese President Xi Jinping hits out against hegemony and decoupling at UN.
South China Morning Post. https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3102837/xi-jinping-hits-out-againsthegemony-and-decoupling-un
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norms and standards.
This repeated rhetoric indicating to not interrupt the current global
institutional dynamic is conforming to what Milner pointed out as hegemonic selfbinding, which is when a powerful actor chooses to concede a part of its authority
to the mechanisms of the multilateral institutions, signaling the actor’s benign
intention and reassuring that it will not take the path of opportunism. As Ashizawa
mentioned, this “institutional self-binding” strategy is particularly important to
China as it tries to mitigate the fear and pressure coming from suspicious

政 治 大
security stance over
立the years. In the 2018 IFF China Report, Pang Zhongying, IFF
international actors 54 for China’s continued economic expansion and assertive
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Academic Committee member, commented on China’s creation of AIIB as
creating a new ‘non‑hegemonic model of global economic governance based on

‧

dialogue by ‘binding its hands and feet’ to allow others to trust its good
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intentions’,55 since the advancing of the BRI agenda is not generally fully trusted
by international actors. Note that the AIIB standards have referred to the ones of
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existing MDBs, and it often
projects with WB and ADB. Therefore,
h e nco-finance
gchi U

strictly speaking, China is trying to assume “leadership” but not “hegemony” in an
institution while still playing under current global norms and standards.
iii. Normative appropriation
From a constructivist perspective, multilateralism provides a collective
identity that participating countries share, and gives the sense of a proper way to
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Kuniko Ashizawa. (2014, October 24). Regional Institution-Building in Asia: Are There Any Lessons from Europe?
AICGS. https://www.aicgs.org/publication/regional-institution-building-in-asia-are-there-any-lessons-from-europe/
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The IFF China Report 2018. (2018, May 2). Central Banking. https://www.centralbanking.com/content-hub/the-iffchina-report-2018-3411986
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engage among participants. 56 There are two aspects of China’s normative
appropriation in multilateral institutions: socializing China into Western norms and
standards and appropriating Chinese preferred norms through multilateral
institutions. Both aspects give China the legitimacy of advancing its interest as
long as it is carried out through multilateral institutions.
The bilateral nature of the BRI gives China the convenience and advantage to
negotiate BRI deals that favor China’s standards and suppliers, all without the need
of high transparency as running the deal through an authentic multilateral
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fundamentally differs
立 from projects that go through other MDBs such as World

organization. Also, the goal of fast delivery of infrastructure projects
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Bank and Asian Development Bank, which requires a lot of risk assessments and
mitigation prior to the implementation of the projects. Although the different

‧

approach of BRI projects from multilateral development aid has given China the
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advantage of securing its interest and extending the scope and number of BRI, it
has caused suspicion from other actors including loan recipients and countries that
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channel their aid throughhMDBs and pushes
e n g c h i U China to seek multilateral approaches
for the BRI to share the risks and gain legitimacy for the projects.

By mentioning this, take the BRI for example, China has since the creation of
AIIB been signing MOUs and co-financing agreements with existing MDBs as
mentioned in the previous sections, in order to align its interest with existing
MDBs. From the perspective of normative appropriation, this is China finding a
way to socialize itself into the Western norm and standard, which is already widely
accepted as the way of implementing foreign aid projects. Moreover, other
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Helen V Milner, Dustin H. Tingley, The Choice for Multilateralism: Foreign Aid and American Foreign Policy
(2011). APSA 2011 Annual Meeting Paper, Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1900147
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aforementioned efforts China did to incorporate the BRI into multilateral platforms
and connect it to shared values have also meant that China is trying to create a
shared identity for the BRI stakeholders, ranging from recipients to international
organizations. The shared identity then empowers China to normalize the norm
and standard and the influence expansion they promote through the BRI.

4. Chapter summary
With the reasons discussed above, we can now see that advancing foreign policies through
multilateral institutions is a valuable strategy for an actor that is seeking a certain level of influence
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expansion internationally. Looking from the efforts that China made to secure senior positions in
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several international organizations, including heading four of the 15 UN and UN-affiliated
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agencies on air travel, telecommunications, agriculture, and industrial development, and assuming
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senior management positions in international financial institutions including WB and ADB, they
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have made substantial achievements in channeling international actions that sustains Chinese
standards and interests.57 Therefore, this thesis decided that with the BRI being the grand strategy
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of China’s foreign policy campaign,
a it is important to discussvin concrete cases how it is being
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i U to be setting the norms and standards
eng
incorporated into the systems of WB andhADB,
both
c hbelieved
of development aid practices. As probably the most suitable arena aside from the AIIB for China
to sway resources and organization directions towards the BRI, China has been working with both
organizations, and they have been co-financing projects with the AIIB over the years, of which
will be observed in the following chapters. As explained in the first chapter, this thesis will be
determining the degree of change in MDB’s organizational behavior while laying out the content

Yaroslav Trofimov, Drew Hinshaw, Kate O’Keeffe. (2020, September 29). How China Is Taking Over International
Organizations, One Vote at a Time. WSJ. https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-china-is-taking-over-internationalorganizations-one-vote-at-a-time-11601397208; The PRC in International Organizations. (2020, April). USCC.
https://www.uscc.gov/prc-international-orgs
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of its intervening variables: voting behavior, coalition, and norm and standard setting.
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Chapter III: Case Study - China in World Bank
The hot topic throughout 2019-2020 would be the Chinese government seeking to put its civil
servants at the helm of the UN agencies for air travel, telecommunications and agriculture. In March,
China even won a seat on the five-member panel that selected the UN special rapporteur on human
rights abuse investigations despite the world’s doubt on its humanitarian practices.1 Current WHO
Director General Tedros Adhanom, who is the product of the voting procedure reform of WHO by
his predecessor Margaret Chan, has been criticized for succumbing to China’s pressure which resulted
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in WHO’s failure to react on COVID-19 under his lead, and the US government began withdrawing
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from the WHO. China’s strategy to gain control to the organizations through their people seems to
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work effectively, as Ashok Malik, Senior Policy Advisor at India’s foreign ministry, told the Wall
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Street Journal that “If you control important levers of these institutions, you influence norms, you
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influence ways of thinking, you influence international policy, you inject your way of thinking.”
Currently, the control of those levers sways organizational behaviors, and we are only expected to see
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including Managing Director and World Bank
Officer, Yang Shaolin.
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That said, as we proceed to analyze how the intervening variables played a role in the following
World Bank projects, the structures of the researched organizations should be studied to determine
the intV’s influence on the DV. On one hand, the discussion of voting behavior and coalitions relates
to principal-agent theory, which demands the understanding of the voting mechanism, organizationalstructure, and project approval process. On the other hand, the discussion of norm and standard

Syndicated from Trofimov, Y., Hinshaw, D., & O’Keeffe, K. (2020, September 29). How China Is Taking Over
International Organizations, One Vote at a Time. WSJ. https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-china-is-taking-overinternational-organizations-one-vote-at-a-time-11601397208
1
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settings relates to China’s strategy to embed influential content with rhetoric by utilizing their
personnel deployment in the organizations, which also requires understanding of the strategic
importance for the occupied positions.

1. World Bank’s formal structure
The organizational structure of the World Bank is simple to understand, and all decisionmaking power resides in the Boards of Governors appointed by each member country.
However, the actual execution of the powers is delegated to the Executive Directors, who with
the President form the board of directors to oversee the Bank's business, including approval

政 治 大

of loans and guarantees, new policies, the administrative budget, country assistance strategies

立

and borrowing and financial decisions.2 In other words, the voting power is actually exercised
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by the Executive Directors, with the President having the decisive vote only in the case of an
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equal division.
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Organization. World Bank. https://www.worldbank.org/en/about/l
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Figure 3.1 World Bank Organizational Chart
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Voting mechanisms of the World Bank are different between the four organizations that
consist of the World Bank Group. Basically, all member states are allocated with the same
basic/membership votes plus the weighted votes according to their share to the total capital.
Take IBRD for example, as of Nov 13, 2020, the United States, Japan, and China remain the
top three member states with the most votes, as they are the countries who subscribed to the
most capitals of the total shares.34

3

IBRD Subscriptions and Voting Power of Member Countries | World Bank Group Finances. (2021, January 14).
World Bank. World Bank Group Finances. https://finances.worldbank.org/Shareholder-Equity/IBRD-Subscriptionsand-Voting-Power-of-Member-Coun/rcx4-r7xj
4
Readers should still note that the US is the only member state that possesses a de facto veto power in the Bank, since
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Furthermore, the project cycle at the World Bank includes six stages, in which four stages
relate to the project approval process. Specifically, before the Negotiations and Board
Approval stage where the Board of Executive Directors approves the submitted project, the
Identification, Preparation and Appraisal stages are the periods when project assessments and
action plans are prepared and confirmed by the Bank and governments before submitting them
to the Board. That said, before projects go into the approval stage, there usually are long
periods that different forces can come into play to sway the final decision.
Figure 3.2 World Bank Project Cycle
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Source: World Bank Project Cycle. World Bank. https://www.worldbank.org/en/projectsoperations/products-and-services/brief/projectcycle

According to the World Bank website, the leadership at the World Bank includes two
Chinese nationals, one is the Managing Director and World Bank Group Chief Administrative

according to the Bank’s charter, votes on substantive issues need 85% approval. A voting share of over 16% secured the
US with veto power on major bank decisions.
5
World Bank Project Cycle. World Bank. https://www.worldbank.org/en/projects-operations/products-andservices/brief/projectcycle
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Officer, Yang Shaolin, and the other is the Vice President and Treasurer, Hua Jingdong. On
the one hand, the Managing Director and Chief Administrative Officer is responsible of some
key functions that oversees the Bank’s overall direction and operation: organizational strategy,
budget and strategic planning, information technology, enterprise risk, shared services,
corporate procurement, general services, corporate security, health and safety, ethics and
business conduct, the Sanctions System, and the Internal Justice System. 6 A major
responsibility worth highlighting is that he oversees the capital package and IDA
replenishment, which are critical to the allocation of voting shares. Also, Yang Shaolin himself

政 治 大
the Asian Development Bank立
and is also familiar with the administration process of the World
has rich experience in serving as Executive Directors at MDBs including the World Bank and
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Bank since he served as the Administrative chair while he was the Executive Director. On the
other hand, the Vice President and Treasurer oversees capital markets operations and debt
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issuances. Hua Jingdong also has several experiences with MDBs and loan/investment
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programs.7 One can easily connect the relations of these two positions to the approval process
where financial plans and assessments need to go through administrative approvals before the
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2. Voting behavior and preference aggregation in the World Bank
As mentioned above, votes in the World Bank are weighted based on the member states’
shares of capital. Aside from the 2010 reform that made China the third largest shareholder in
the Bank, the 2018 World Bank Spring Meeting also passed a deal increasing a US$ 13 billion
capital to the IBRD, with the largest shareholders such as the US and Japan cutting but China
raising its stakes, contributing to a change of dynamic in their voting shares. For IDA, the

6
7

Shaolin Yang. World Bank. https://www.worldbank.org/en/about/people/shaolin-yang
Jingdong Hua. World Bank. https://www.worldbank.org/en/about/people/j/jingdong-hua#1
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introduction of the “dynamic formula” calculation for shareholdings also raises the importance
of IDA contributions, where China’s shareholding change was the focus of the discussion.
The nuances of the relationship between membership status, shareholdings, and lending
will not be discussed in this thesis. However, even with the weighted voting mechanism, the
gap between major shareholders’ and other shareholders’ contributions is still too large to be
balanced. As then Brazil Executive Director told Devex that the shareholder changes are
“unlikely to have a major impact on the World Bank’s voting behavior” since the US and
Japan are still the largest voices to sway voting results. Therefore, while we assess China’s

政 治 大
that might have sided with China
立 and played the role of pivotal voters in the decision-making

voting power in the World Bank, we need to consider other small to mid-sized shareholders
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process.
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3. The influence of China’s coalition on project support: Metro Manila
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To show that proximity affectshthe project support
e n g c h i U of China in the Bank, this thesis has

chosen two projects that relates to water management in Belt and Road countries, the
Philippines and Pakistan. For the support evidence of China’s additional support for those
countries’ project in the World Bank, this thesis takes the AIIB loans into consideration, and
decides that World Bank’s co-financed projects with the AIIB could show possible coalitions
in the Bank that implies a larger preference aggregation for specific project support.
The need for infrastructure projects is often mutual between China and Belt and Road
countries. China allocates loans and voices support for related projects through multilateral
institutions in order to ensure infrastructure abundance for lower risk considering its strategic
58
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advantages in these countries. Besides, the projects are also the output of China’s local labor
surplus. Especially in SEA, the geopolitical and economic proximity of China and the SEA
countries encourages China to launch as many projects as possible to help maintain its
engagement in the SEA area through the Maritime Silk Road countries and make profit out of
the aid activities there. On the other side of this relationship, Belt and Road countries would
take a pro-China stance in exchange of aid for infrastructure.
While going through both World Bank and AIIB websites for co-financed projects, this
thesis found that there is a considerable amount of co-financed projects in the SEA which fall

政 治 大
made that some of these countries
立 being allies with China outside the Bank could form a clout

under the category of water management and water-generated energy. Speculation could be
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including China’s and these countries’ powers in the Bank, as some SEA countries hold a
rather significant voting share. The following sections discuss how the projects tie the
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details for continued growth of World
investments in the regions. Although the World
h eBank
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Bank does not provide yearly country by country lending details in their reports, researchers
could still find the lending commitment and disbursement data of the two major lending
institutions in the Bank, the IBRD and IDA, in each region from its annual report. The reports
also provide data on the World Bank’s total commitment in each region. The sections below
will borrow World Bank’s data to discuss the total commitment changes in the two regions
where Pakistan and the Philippines are located.
3.1 China and the Philippines
Since the year of AIIB’s official establishment, the Philippines, along with President
59
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Duterte taking office, has taken a different path from before: subtly downplaying the longexisting territory issue in the South China Sea with China, and was said to elevate its
relationship with China in exchange of economic benefits from China’s aid in infrastructure
and large-scale investment projects in the Philippines. Despite domestic oppositions voicing
concerns on its continuing compromised maritime sovereignty, the economic benefits side
seems to be maintaining its upper hand position in this dynamic.
This continuous need of large-scale aid originates from the so-called centerpiece program
of the Duterte administration, the Build! Build! Build! (BBB) program, which according to

政 治 大
The program
立demands up to an estimated 9P trillion (USD 187 billion) to

the Philippines government official website “aims to usher the Golden age of infrastructure in
the Philippines.”8
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be fully implemented. China has pledged a total of USD 24 billion investment in majorly the
Philippines infrastructure projects with both FDI and aid in 2016 and has been gradually
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realizing those funding over the years. Despite regular complaints of the slow materialization
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publicly reiterated the funding purpose
pledged investment to the Philippines, which is
h eofnthe
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“to pair the Philippine infrastructure drive with China’s own Belt and Road initiative.”9 It will
make sense if China seeks the burden sharing of other countries through MDBs, especially
when they have a self-led MDB currently at the scene as a node to expand its network
influence.
Flood management is a longtime issue that needs addressing in Metro Manila, as the

8

Build Build Build Projects | Subic-Clark Alliance for Development | World within Reach. SCAD.
https://scad.gov.ph/build-build-build/
9
Ralph Jennings. (2019, September 6). In Bid for Friendship Renewal, China Offers Philippines More Development
Money. Voice of America. https://www.voanews.com/east-asia-pacific/bid-friendship-renewal-china-offers-philippinesmore-development-money
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project document from the AIIB described, ‘Flooding and other water-related disasters have
the potential to undermine the Philippines’ strong economic gains and development
outcomes.’ 10 As China and the Philippines improve bilateral relations and China expands
economic activities in the Philippines with more FDIs, projects that mitigate environmental
risks and improve safety of living are naturally China’s priority projects in the country. In
2017, the AIIB passed its first loan to the Philippines for the Metro Manila Flood Management
project, which they strategically co-financed with the World Bank to merge their interest into
existing institution values and to show that they comply with the standards of previous

政 治 大
shares of contribution are equal.
立 The Metro Manila Flood Management project was copractices. The BRI focused AIIB also shares project risks with the World Bank while their
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financed in a fashion that the two banks split most of the total project cost, each contributing
USD 207.6 million while the Philippines government bore the rest. However, the rating for
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the overall process of the project has recently been marked as moderately unsatisfactory by
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the World Bank due to slow disbursements. By the time the WB released the project report in
November 2020, only 3.3 percent of the total funding had been used, and the case is supposed
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Despite being the second largest investor in the Philippines in 2019, which its official
government media reported itself,12 China has been continuously shunned by public opinions
in the Philippines. There are three major skepticisms towards China: one is the continuous
strategic efforts to undermine the Philippines’ sovereignty in the South China Sea, another is

10

Republic of the Philippines Metro Manila Flood Management Project, Project Document of the Asian Infrastructure
Development Bank, accessed from https://www.aiib.org/en/projects/details/2017/approved/Philippines-Metro-ManilaFlood-Management.html
11
Disclosable Version of the ISR, Metro Manila Flood Management Project - P153814 - Sequence No : 07 (English),
World Bank. http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/645611605831872441/Disclosable-Version-of-the-ISR-MetroManila-Flood-Management-Project-P153814-Sequence-No-07
12
huaxia. (2020, February 20). China becomes second biggest foreign investor of Philippines in 2019 - Xinhua |
English.news.cn. XINHUANET. http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-02/20/c_138801875.htm
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the barely materialized project commitments,

13

the other is the environmental and

displacement risks brought upon the locals by implementing those projects. 14 Several media
have quoted Philippine officials commenting their doubts on China’s pledged loans and
investments and covering stories where the locals express their resentment of China’s
engagement in the country.15
Local key media outlets such as the Manila Times and the Inquirer.net represent different
voices of the China-Philippines relationship. The Manila Times praises the fact that the
improving ties between China and the Philippines and the promised investment corresponding

政 治 大
the country’s economic recovery,”
立 while the Inquirer.net mostly reports neutral to negative
to the BBB program “not only created many new jobs for Filipino workers but also helped in
16
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opinions on the topic. 17 This thesis holds the perspective that although the opinion gap
between the Philippines government and its constituents is large on the topic, officials are still
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maintaining the direction of warming ties and closer cooperation not only on bilateral
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Desmond Ng. (2020, December 19). ‘They’re taking him for a ride’: Has Philippines gained from Duterte’s China
pivot? CNA. https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/cnainsider/philippines-president-rodrigo-duterte-china-pivotinvestments-13801780
14
Ana P. Santos. (2018, March 14). Filipinos resist China-funded mega dams. DW.COM.
https://www.dw.com/en/filipinos-resist-china-funded-dams-amid-beijings-growing-clout-in-southeast-asia/a-42973170
15
Michael Beltran. (2020, January 21). Thousands of Filipino Families to Be Displaced by Chinese-Backed
Construction Craze. The News Lens International Edition. https://international.thenewslens.com/article/130302;
Melissa Luz Lopez. (2020, June 8). China’s loan, investment pledges unlikely to be fulfilled under Duterte’s term –
Carpio. Cnn. https://cnnphilippines.com/news/2020/6/8/China-investment-pledges-unlikely-fulfilled-Carpio.html;
Sebastian Strangio. (2020, September 11). Controversial China Projects Reveal Philippine Rifts. The Diplomat.
https://thediplomat.com/2020/09/controversial-china-projects-reveal-philippine-rifts/
16
Javier Joe Ismael. (2020, October 21). PH-China ties led to more jobs – envoy. The Manila Times.
https://www.manilatimes.net/2020/10/22/news/top-stories/ph-china-ties-led-to-more-jobs-envoy/783697/
17
Ben O. de Vera. (2017, September 28). China-led AIIB OKs first PH loan for Metro Manila flood control.
INQUIRER.Net. https://business.inquirer.net/237611/asian-infrastructure-investment-bank-aiib-metro-manila-floodcontrol-china-loan-project-infra
Cathrine Gonzales. (2020, September 29). Carpio: Only less than 5% of China’s promised loans, investments to PH
happened. INQUIRER.Net. https://globalnation.inquirer.net/191226/carpio-only-less-than-5-of-chinas-promised-loansinvestments-to-ph-happened; Ben O. de Vera. (2020, November 28). Slow progress of the flood project disappoints
lenders. INQUIRER.Net. https://business.inquirer.net/312633/slow-progress-of-flood-project-disappoints-lenders
13
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To check the change of the amount of regional loans, this thesis went through World
Bank annual reports from 2013-2020 to get a closer look at how loans to East Asia and the
Pacific fared over the years. There was a spike in FY16 when loans to the area reached a new
high in the recent ten years. It was also when the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank was
officially established, recognizing the infrastructure gap in Asia which the World Bank and
the Asian Development Bank could not satisfy alone.
Table 3. 1 World Bank’s Commitments and Disbursement to the East Asia and Pacific
Region for Fiscal 2013-2020
FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

3,981

4,030

4,770

1,272

2,500

3,476

5,048

4,679

1,252

1,282

1,589
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Source: Organized by the author with
In 2015, the leading sector which the World Bank disbursed its loans in the region was
Water, Sanitation, and Flood Protection ($1.2 billion), taking up 19% of the approved loans
that year.18 Throughout 2016 and 2017, Water, Sanitation, and Flood Protection maintained
among the top 5 sectors,19 as we also saw a significant 24 percent increase in the sector in
2018 right after the Metro Manila Flood Management Project was approved by the board in

18

World Bank. 2015. World Bank Annual Report 2015. Washington, DC: World Bank. doi: 10.1596/978-1-4648-05745. License: Creative Commons Attribution–NonCommercial– NoDerivatives 3.0 IGO (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO).
19
World Bank. 2016. World Bank Annual Report 2016. Washington, DC: World Bank. doi: 10.1596/978-1-4648-08524. License: Creative Commons Attribution–NonCommercial– NoDerivatives 3.0 IGO (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO);
World Bank. 2019. World Bank Annual Report 2019. Washington, DC: World Bank. doi: 10.1596/978- 1-4648-1470-9.
License: Creative Commons Attribution–NonCommercial–NoDerivatives 3.0 IGO (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO).
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September 2017. The 2018 report dedicated a paragraph highlighting the project as enhancing
“sustainable infrastructure” and “climate resilience”.20 The project was also included in the
2017 annual report of AIIB, which classified the project as a Sustainable Infrastructure priority
project, bringing the China-led MDB closer to the ubiquitously recognized sustainable
development goals and environmental/climate practices.21 The logic of this project could be
understood as China’s support in this project coming from outside the World Bank to influence
within.
3.1 China and Pakistan

政 治 大
Pakistan since 2015, the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), is also one flagship
立
Pakistan is a big part of the Belt and Road Initiative, and China’s umbrella program in
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program that was initiated to connect the Asia and Europe trade routes. The program provides
enormous kinetic energy to the needed infrastructure projects in Pakistan to improve its
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economy and also strategic advantages and geographical benefits for China to increase its
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opinions that the CPEC loan adds a h
lot of financial pressure
e n g c h i U to Pakistan in repaying the debts,
which would cause Pakistan to lose its strategic advantage and independence to China while
Pakistan might have to concede some of its decision-making power on security issues and
strategic bases to ease its financial tension.22
Controversy goes the same amount with the North Indus Cascade where China decided
to pour its funds in building a string of hydropower dams after signing the MoU with Pakistan
20

World Bank. 2018. World Bank Annual Report 2018. Washington, DC: World Bank. doi: 10.1596/978- 1-4648-12965. License: Creative Commons Attribution–NonCommercial–NoDerivatives 3.0 IGO (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO).
21
AIIB. 2018. Financing Asia’s Future: 2017 AIIB Annual Report and Financials. AIIB, Beijing. CC BY-NC-ND 3.0
IGO.
22
Eur Asian Times Desk. (2020, December 30). Is Pakistan “Drowned In Debt” And Losing Its Political & Strategic
Autonomy To China? EurAsian Times. https://eurasiantimes.com/is-pakistan-drowned-in-debt-and-losing-its-politicalstrategic-autonomy-to-china/
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in 2017. Like the grand Tarbela Dam project that has been ongoing since 1968 and its more
recent 4th and 5th extension, the string of dams aims to address the energy shortage in
Pakistan. Although facing opposition from India who claims sovereignty to a part of Pakistan
where the dams lie, one of the dams, the Dasu dam, still managed to pass World Bank approval
for additional financing to its first stage because of its relatively free of territory dispute
location.23 The World Bank has approved a USD 700 million financing to the project in March
2020, emphasizing the decision being made to alleviate COVID impact and the World Bank
Pakistan country director Illango Patchamuthu providing a timely rationale for the approval,

政 治 大
fuels towards low-cost, renewable
立 energy to power the national grid’ and that ‘the project

that ‘Pakistan’s energy sector is aiming to move away from high-cost and inefficient fossil
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alleviates the stress on the country’s current account balance.’24

The support of the World Bank on Pakistan’s hydropower projects also includes the
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Tarbela Dam extensions, the 4th and the 5th, with the latter being co-financed by the World
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Bank and the AIIB. As the derivative of the flagship World Bank hydropower project in
Pakistan, the Tarbela Dam project, the 4th extension was successfully implemented and
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widely acclaimed. Also, because of h
the substantial scale
e n g c h i U of the project, the many stakeholder
countries might also indicate potential supporters of the project while it was going through the
approval process. For example, the British Trade Commissioner to the Middle East,
Afghanistan and Pakistan expressed his appreciation of the UK consulting company, Mott
MacDonald, participating in the 4th extension project and also recognized the project’s
success in delivering results efficiently, which contributed to the possibility of carrying out

Rajesh Sinha. (2020, December 30). Is Pakistan “Drowned In Debt” And Losing Its Political & Strategic Autonomy
To China? EurAsian Times. https://eurasiantimes.com/is-pakistan-drowned-in-debt-and-losing-its-political-strategicautonomy-to-china/
24
Andolu. (2020, April 1). WB approves additional financing of $700m for Dasu power project. The Nation.
https://nation.com.pk/01-Apr-2020/wb-approves-additional-financing-of-dollar-700m-for-dasu-power-project
23
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the 5th extension project.25 One could imagine that as deep as China is entangled in Pakistan’s
development projects, there should also be a fair amount of advantages for China while
implementing the construction. According to the WAPDA (Pakistan Water & Power
Development Authority) website, the Civil Work Contract and the E&M Work Contract of
the 4th Extension were both awarded to Chinese companies,26 and although WAPDA and the
World Bank did not clearly indicate in the project documents,27 the Work Contracts of the 5th
Extension should most likely be also awarded to the same companies since it is still marked
under the 4th Extension project of the World Bank.
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projects on Pakistan. A report
立by Asia Times was widely syndicated that China is backing
There are mixed opinions on whether China has started to reconsider its BRI and loan
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away from its Pakistan BRI projects due to a number of reasons including Pakistan’s enormous
debt, low project implementation efficiency and political conflicts.28 However, Pakistan’s key
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local online media The Express Tribune reported from an opposite perspective, listed
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in the investment in Pakistan but instead
to carry out projects and give loans there.29
h e maintains
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Either opinion, China is definitely still finding ways other than bilateral funding to channel
the funds to Pakistan. Aside from the Tarbela 5 Hydropower Extension project and the
National Motorway M4 project in 2016, AIIB has approved (as an indicator for Chinese

25

Muhammad Hamza. (2019 June 30). British Trade Commissioner Appreciates Tarbela 4th Extension Project.
Technology Times. https://www.technologytimes.pk/2019/06/30/tarbela-4th-extension-project/
26
Tarbela 4th Extension Hydropower Project. Project. Water &amp; Power Development Authority.
https://www.wapda.gov.pk/index.php/projects/hydro-power/o-m/tarbela-4th-extension-hydropower-project.
27
Tarbela 5th Extension. Project. Water &amp; Power Development Authority.
https://www.wapda.gov.pk/index.php/projects/hydro-power/ready-for-construction/tarbela-5th-extension
28
FM Shakil. (2020, December 31). China slowly retreating from Pakistan's Belt and Road. Asia Times.
https://asiatimes.com/2020/12/china-slowly-retreating-from-pakistans-belt-and-road/.
29
Shakeel Ahmad Ramay. (2021, January 4). Despite odds, China continues to invest in Pakistan. The Express Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2278520/despite-odds-china-continues-to-invest-in-pakistan
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supported projects) 4 co-financed projects in 2019 and 2020. Since Pakistan still needs China
to fulfill its commitment for carrying out the CPEC, its support for China in multilateral
institutions is simply assumed.
In the latest World Bank data (until November 13, 2020) for voting shares, Pakistan
shares 0.49% of the total share, same with Thailand’s share, which represents midsized
constituents in the bank.30 The Philippines also holds a fairly similar 0.42% voting share.
Utilizing those midsized members’ support in the Bank, China could pivot towards larger
constituents such as the US and Japan, which holds 15.63% and 7.6% of the total share,

政 治 大
Following the same logic
立of checking the annual report for data showing the loans in East

respectively.
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Asia and the Pacific, this thesis also went through World Bank annual reports from 2013-2020
to organize a table of how loans to South Asia fared over the years. Also same with the South
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East Asia and the Pacific, there was a spike in FY16 when commitments to the area bluntly
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increased almost USD 1,600 million31. Although in 2017 we saw a decrease of commitments
in the area, the Bank managed to see through the approval of the additional finance to Tarberla
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4th Extension project, which IBRD h
committed USD 390
e n g c h i U million, over 17% of its total annual
commitment to the region.

Table 3. 2 World Bank’s Commitments and Disbursement to the South Asia Region for

30

World Bank. (2021). IBRD Subscriptions and Voting Power of Member Countries. WBG Finances.
https://finances.worldbank.org/Shareholder-Equity/IBRD-Subscriptions-and-Voting-Power-of-Member-Coun/rcx4r7xj/data
31
*Simply calculating IBRD commitments since the loan of the project under discussion was committed by IBRD.
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Fiscal 2013-2020
FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

Commitments
IBRD

378

2,077

2,098

3,640

2,233

4,508

4,011

5,565

IDA

4,096

8,458

5,762

4,723

3,828

6,153

4,849

6,092

Disbursements
IBRD

1,103

1,165

1,266

1,623

1,454

1,698

2,598

3,158

IDA

2,724

4,271

3,919

4,462

3,970

3,835

4,159

5,235

Source: Organized by the author with reference to World Bank annual reports from 2013-2020
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as the top lent sector to the region took
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up 17% of the total loan to the region. The next year, Water and Energy each took up over
20% of the total loans to the region, making them the top 2 invested sectors in the region. In
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2017, the second-most invested sector was Energy and Extractives, taking up 14% of the
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approved loans that year. In 2018 and 2019, Energy maintained among the top two lent sectors
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in the region, positively reflecting the ongoing CPEC and North Indus Cascade project support

n

i v in 2017, the year the Additional
l worth mentioning isnthat
from China in Pakistan. One point

Ch
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Financing to PK: Tarbela 4th Extension Hydropower Dam project got approved, the annual
World Bank report highlighted the World Bank’s behavior of ‘supporting policy reforms’ in
Pakistan that ‘the World Bank is supporting the government’s energy policy to reduce the
cost of electricity production and to improve the financial sustainability of the power sector
through a series of Power Sector Reform Development Credits, investment operations, and
technical assistance.’32
Looking at the data until the most recent fiscal year, the two regions that the Philippines

32

World Bank. 2017. World Bank Annual Report 2017. Washington, DC: World Bank. doi: 10.1596/978- 1-4648-11197. License: Creative Commons Attribution–NonCommercial–NoDerivatives 3.0 IGO (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO).
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and Pakistan are from, East Asia and the Pacific and South Asia, are listed as the top regions
that the World Bank lends to.33 Considering the geographical, geopolitical, and economic
proximities of the two regions with China mentioned above, the member states of these two
regions, which contains a fair amount of midsized constituents to the World Bank, would most
likely form coalition with China in the World Bank, no matter during the decision-making
process or while imposing soft influence to the Bank. The next section will look at some
examples of China and its allies trying to influence the course of the Bank through the projects
and their rhetoric.

治
4. China’s Norms and Standards
政Influence

大
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While the World Bank approved the Additional Financing to PK: Tarbela 4th Extension
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Hydropower Project as an extension to the Tarbela 4th Extension Hydropower Project, the
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cofinance arrangement with the AIIB has drastically reduced its share of loan, resulting in it
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only contributing almost half of the commitment amount compared to the previous Tarbela
4th Hydropower Project, with which the WB had to provide USD 840 million, 92% of the
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total project cost. The MetroaManila Project was no different,
v as the WB and the AIIB each

i
l C
n
U cost. Although the participation of
h eofnthe
shared USD 207.6 million, almost 42%
h iproject
g ctotal

the AIIB on the scene sparked concern of creating a parallel lending institution with
contradictory standards, it truly has shared burden with the WB in certain projects, only that
it majorly pushes the WB to commit to more projects that speaks to its leader’s, China’s,
agenda.
The Metro Manila Flood Management Project and the Additional Financing to PK:
Tarbela 4th Extension Project are both among the first projects of the AIIB and also the first
AIIB projects in the Philippines and Pakistan, respectively. Both projects are conforming to

33

*Majorly considering IBRD commitments only since the projects under discussion are financed by IBRD.
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the BRI and the AIIB’s main goals as to promote “sustainable economic development”
through infrastructures in the region. Former World Bank President Paul Wolfowitz
commented in a 2019 Fox Business video interview that since Xi Jin Ping came to power, the
World Bank has actually been in the direction of assisting China to gain strategic interest in
developing countries through the promotion of the BRI, as those countries have demonstrated
more vulnerability towards foreign investments and loans that might lead them to debts that
they are incapable of repaying, and also turn them into a playing field more advantageous to
Chinese firms.34 This might contribute to the US and Western liberal values losing strategic

政 治 大
Looking in more micro
立aspects, the WB has actually been bearing the gradually

advantage to China in those regions.
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increasing Chinese values over the years. The rest of this section will discuss China’s staffing
choice, its strategy to influence loan conditionality, and its gesture of integrating WB rules by
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Authority Seeking: China’s staffing in the WB
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releasing the BRI Debt Sustainability Framework.

Recent improvements of the relationship of the WB-China started with former WB
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President Kim Jin Yong’s (2012-2019)
stance on China. Although he was nominated
h eamicable
ngchi U

by the Obama administration for his first term, he has been very supportive of China’s BRI
and highly praised China for its successful reduction of poverty and economic development,
along with affirmation of its leadership role in South-South cooperation and creating new
MDBs. 35 After Kim announced his resignation in January 2019, one of the Chinese official
media, Xinhua Net, even praised Kim's past actions that ‘Kim has reinforced the growing
Julia Limitone. (2019, March 4). World Bank funding China’s bad behavior, fmr. president Wolfowitz says. Fox
Business. https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/world-bank-funding-chinas-bad-behavior-fmr-president-wolfowitzsays
35
J. Y. Kim. (2018, November 1). World Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim’s Remarks at the International Forum
on China’s Reform and Opening Up and Poverty Reduction. World Bank.
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/speech/2018/11/01/world-bank-group-president-jim-yong-kim-remarks-at-theinternational-forum-on-chinas-reform-and-opening-up-and-poverty-reduction
34
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partnership with China in the areas of poverty reduction, development finance, infrastructure
investment, and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI),’36 and that he saw the World Bank as well
positioned to support BRI projects.
Current World Bank President, David Malpass, has long been an opposer of the World
Bank maintaining the considerable lending amount to China even after it showed its capability
to bilaterally fund BRI countries37 with an amount almost surpassing the World Bank’s loan
to Africa, for example. Also, at a congressional hearing in December 2018, Malpass as then
US Treasury top official on international affairs, highlighted Kim’s compliments on China’s

政 治 大
ambitions. Also, at the hearing,
立 a US Treasury’s spokesperson implied that the BRI are

infrastructure techniques and promotion of the BRI that embodies China’s geopolitical
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projects with “commercial and strategic underpinnings” that might undermine the Westernled MDBs’ debt transparency and high procurement standards. 38
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Matching with the period when the AIIB officially started its operation, the World Bank
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appointed Yang Shaolin as the Chief Administrative Officer and Managing Director, which is
a newly created position considered as the second highest position in the Bank which oversees
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administrative affairs including budget
In February 2019, Epoch Times listed the
h e ncontrol.
gchi U
World Bank’s pro-BRI actions since Yang took the position, including the World Bank’s then
President’s attendance to the 2017 BRI forum, where he signed the MoU with China’s
Ministry of Finance along with other heads of MDBs and states, accompanied by Yang, and
Yang’s continued public endorsement of the BRI. 39 Media reported that Kim personally

36

xuxin. (2019, January 8). World Bank President Kim to step down on Feb. 1. XINHUANET.
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-01/08/c_137726922.htm
37
Takeshi Kawanami. (2019, January 8). Isolated World Bank chief faced heat on cost cuts and China. Nikkei Asia.
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Isolated-World-Bank-chief-faced-heat-on-cost-cuts-and-China
38
J. Politi. (2018, December 20). US warns of Chinese influence at multilateral lenders. Financial Times.
https://www.ft.com/content/0fd1c990-030e-11e9-99df-6183d3002ee1
39
何堅. (2019, May 28). 美国紧盯国际组织中共代言人（上）. 大纪元.
https://www.epochtimes.com/gb/19/2/13/n11042844.htm
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praised this change of personnel as increasing the diversity40 in the Bank and a great add on
to ‘expertise of driving economic and financial cooperation,’41 which are facts, only that Yang
might want to exert his influence on aligning AIIB and NDB rules with WB rules since
according to China Daily, he played a critical role at the Chinese Ministry of Finance in the
creation of the new institutions, AIIB and the NDB, prior to joining the Bank.
Another critical position in the WB occupied by a Chinese national was one of the 25
Executive Directors, Yang Yingming, who recently just got summoned back to Beijing to
serve as head of the Finance Ministry’s International Cooperation Department. His successor,

政 治 大
of serving key positions in MDBs
立 and regional multilateral institutions. Last but not least, the

Chang Junhong, was appointed in July 2020. Both appointed officials have a rich background
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Vice President and Treasurer of the Word Bank, Pension Finance Administrator of the World
Bank Group, is also currently occupied by a Chinese national, Hua Jingdong, who has senior
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agenda, including IFC, UNDP, AfDB and ADB.42
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experiences in several multilateral development finance institutions most critical to China’s

The well-maintained flow of highly qualified personnel for the key positions in the Bank
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can be seen as China’s effort to continue
a greater voice by inserting personnel that
h e ntogseek
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will have decision making authority. As a result, from a staffing strategy perspective, we could
categorize China as an Authority-Seeking Stakeholder (See Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1) in the
World Bank. Holding the No.2 position, having appointed an Executive Director and a Vice

40

Teo Cheng Wee. (2016, October 20). More Chinese at helm of international organisations. The Straits Times.
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/more-chinese-at-helm-of-international-organisations
41
Syndicated from XINHUA. (2016, January 12). China’s Yang Shaolin appointed as World Bank Group’s senior
official. CHINADAILY. http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2016-01/12/content_23047882.htm
42
*Instead of tracking the change of personnel separately, one can utilize the USCC document, PRC Representation in
International Organizations, that updates every year. Currently, the content has been updated to the latest version as of
April 2020.
USCC. (2020, April). PRC Representation in International Organizations. Chinese Heads of International Organizations.
https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/202004/PRC_Representation_in_International_Organizations_April2020.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2GVPKmlqrAkzRX-eq8CkcYy4xXLsi6Z8V3WDjLgKT-IIavasy_O8ZeWQ.
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President and Treasurer at the WB simultaneously qualifies China as an Authority-Seeking
Stakeholder. That is not to say that China’s strategy in the WB only falls into this category.
Next up, this thesis will take a look at an example that moves China towards the center of the
spectrum.
Obstruction: Loan Conditionality
Instead of just integrating into existing norms and standards, China’s strategy in MDBs
has been viewed as moving beyond maintaining a status quo in multilateral institutions since
the mid-2000s. An earlier example was when the World Bank signed an MoU with the China

政 治 大
fit the Exim Bank’s. One of 立
the MoU’s general principles stated that both Banks should lend
Exim Bank in 2007, which according to Chin, attempted to bend some World Bank rules to
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at ‘appropriate levels of concessionality,’ which one can find it pressing more to the Exim
Bank’s looser lending conditionality and more flexible repaying schedule. Also, the attraction
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of the standards of Chinese loans has ‘served as a force for change coming from outside the
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confines of the World Bank,’43 encouraged the World Bank and traditional donors to adjust
their norms and standards in order to attract and keep their borrowers continue borrowing from
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them. This two-way socialization scenario
Chin phrased, where the World Bank and
h e n gwhich
chi U
China each socialized some of their values to one another, is an earlier evidence of subtle
revisionist/obstruction strategy of China.
A more recent RAND research on China and the international order pointed out that
China’s lending practices outside the World Bank to development countries often come with
loan conditions that are the opposite direction of WB and IMF conditions. Instead of public
sector and financial reforms, China tends to impose conditions that either speak to its own

43

Gregory Chin. (2012). Two-Way Socialization: China, the World Bank, and Hegemonic Weakening. The Brown
Journal of World Affairs, 19(1), 211-230. Retrieved January 25, 2021, from http://www.jstor.org/stable/24590939
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economic interest or ideational/strategic benefit,44 attracting developing countries which lack
wholesome governmental practices to lend from China. The report then provides evidence that
this alternative lending practice has affected the WB’s implementation of loan conditions in
selective countries, which ultimately leads to promoting the opposite of liberal norms and
standards.
Although less conditionality may seem more attractive to borrowing countries, the
possible outcome of their incapability of repaying the debt might suggest a reason why China
has still been channeling a great deal of funding through MDBs. Amid times that some

政 治 大
Suspension Initiative (DSSI),立
and with media expressing their opinion on China slowing down
borrowing countries are asking for loan forgiveness or relief and the G20 Debt Service
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its bilateral loan commitments, having lending projects through MDBs is easier for China to
achieve less overall cost while making repayment adjustments, for example participating in
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collective debt forgiveness with the MDBs, while also getting less pressure from the
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restructuring.45
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international community requesting China to perform debt forgiveness, relief, or
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Overall, China’s alternative lending
have created external influence to
h e n gpractices
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the

World Bank. The rule changes for World Bank lending conditionality and the debt relief extent
are believed to be affected by China’s practices on these matters. Therefore, this thesis
concludes that this is an example of Institutional Obstruction, showing that while China joins
the development finance institution ecosystem by creating separate standards and actually
becoming a clout, it “alters” rules, practices, and norms and “pursues” undesirable ones.

44

Michael J. Mazarr, Timothy R. Heath, Astrid Stuth Cevallos. (2020). China and the International Order. Santa
Monica: RAND Corporation, 2018. 152 pp. Journal of East Asian Studies, 20(1), 121-123. doi:10.1017/jea.2019.44
45
Yun Sun. (2020, April 20). China and Africa’s debt: Yes to relief, no to blanket forgiveness. Brookings.
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/africa-in-focus/2020/04/20/china-and-africas-debt-yes-to-relief-no-to-blanketforgiveness/
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Debt Sustainability Framework
As mentioned in previous sections, the Debt Sustainability Framework for Participating
Countries of the Belt and Road Initiative that the Chinese government released in 2019 has
been a gesture that China is aligning its lending practices and standards with the global
community. Some researchers still worry that creating a separate framework instead of just
joining the IMF-World Bank framework might cause competition between the two
frameworks, leaving borrowing countries tempted to choose to follow the rules set by the
lender who provides the most funds to them.46 Also, the binding force of the BRI DSF is

政 治 大
absolute binding rules that regulate
立 official Chinese lenders.

questioned as it is only suggesting voluntary participation of BRI partners, and that it lacks
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Some researchers have been supporting the claim that the term “debt-trap” is incorrect,
and it is instead China that is experiencing a creditor’s trap. Also, the alternate DSF can also
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be seen as a healthy competitor to the existing IMF-World Bank DSF.47 However, the scandal
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of World Bank staff being pressured from higher level Bank officials to produce incorrect data
in the Doing Business report (an annual World Bank report ranking which countries have the
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friendliest foreign business environment)
China and
Saudi Arabia48 shows that the same
U
h e nfor
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scenario could happen while generating the debt stress risk ratings. The fact that there is
another framework standard increases the uncertainty of the rating process and decreases the
reliability of the assessments.
The 2019 release of the Debt Sustainability Framework for Participating Countries of the

Scott Morris and Mark Plant. (2019, July 19). China’s New Debt Sustainability Framework Is Largely Borrowed
from. Center for Global Development. https://www.cgdev.org/blog/chinas-new-debt-sustainability-framework-largelyborrowed-world-bank-and-imf-heres-why-could
47
Xinyue Ma. (2020, August 9). Assessing China’s most comprehensive response to the “debt trap”: the Belt and Road
‘Debt Sustainability Framework.’ Panda Paw Dragon Claw. https://pandapawdragonclaw.blog/2019/07/17/debt-trapfor-whom/
48
Rachel Sandler. (2020, December 18). World Bank Staff Manipulated Global Business Rankings—Boosting Saudi
Arabia, China—Internal Audit Finds. Forbes. https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelsandler/2020/12/18/world-bank-staffmanipulated-global-business-rankings-boosting-saudi-arabia-china-internal-audit-finds/?sh=343a125b26cc
46
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Belt and Road Initiative could thus be seen as a mix of endeavors of a Status-Quo Stakeholder
and a Institutional Obstruction, categorized by Ikenberry, GJ & Lim. The fact that China
adopts the IMF-World Bank DSF as a base for its framework makes it a status-quo stakeholder
that participate within existing rules and practices, and the possibility of utilizing the alternate
DSF to influence the outcome of the existing DSF standards and practices makes it an
institutional obstructor.
The following figure organizes the above discussions based on the spectrum of
institutional choices provided by Ikenberry and Lim, however leaving out the “Opposition”

政 治 大
“outright opposition to or non-participation
in existing institutional arrangements”, which this
立
category in the original figure. The opposition category defines institutional choices of
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thesis does not find China’s strategy falling into. The author then decided that including the
category in this thesis is unnecessary.
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Figure 3.3 China’s institutional choices in the WB
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Source: Organized by the author with reference to G. John Ikenberry, Darren Lim, D. 2017,
‘China’s emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the
prospects for counter-hegemony’, Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
Strategy, April
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Chapter IV: Case Study - China in Asian Development
Bank
Unlike the WB which is a global MDB under the Bretton Woods system, the ADB is a regional
MDB that speaks more directly to filling the infrastructure gap in Asia. However, the ADB is reported
to be adjusting its long-term focus since the creation of the other regional MDB, the AIIB, has become
the major MDB that endorses infrastructure projects in the region. Nevertheless, from the annual
reports, researchers could compare that the ADB annual commitments to each Asia sub-region is
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either the same or ⅔ amount of that of the World Bank’s, meaning that the ADB’s lending capacity
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and influence in the region is not to be underestimated.
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The relationship of China and the ADB is thus becoming more intricate since the meaning of
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more influence in the ADB is getting more geopolitical and economic interests. To avoid
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competitiveness with the AIIB and the BRI, the ADB now turned to optimize its role of promoting
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general development practice and regional integration, where China still has a hand in the game. A
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l Chas emerged as a major
2019 CSIS report states that though China
n i contributor in regional integration,
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the plan is more likely to face impediments as the BRI and AIIB practices are under more scrutiny in
the world’s eyes. Also, as the US-China tension continues to be high, ‘the ADB can leverage its
respected role in the region to bypass sovereign disputes and connect ASEAN economies with one
another.’1 Thus, it makes sense for China to ramp up its clout in the ADB to guide its agenda towards
syncing up with the BRI ambitions and the AIIB projects. As performed in the previous chapter for
the World Bank analysis, the structure of the ADB would be discussed before we dive into project

1

Runde, D. F., & McKewon, S. (2019, December 18). The Asian Development Bank: A Strategic Asset for the United
States. Center for Strategic and International Studies. https://www.csis.org/analysis/asian-development-bank-strategicasset-united-states
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details.

1. Asian Development Bank’s formal structure and voting mechanism
The organizational structure of the ADB is designed similarly with the WB. Instead of
25, the ADB Board of Governors appoint 12 Board of Directors that are in charge of the
Bank’s general operations. According to the charter of ADB, the Board of Directors ‘(i) takes
decisions concerning policies of the Bank, and loans, guarantees, investments and technical
assistance by the Bank, (ii) approves borrowings by the Bank, (iii) clears the financial accounts
of the Bank for approval by the Board of Governors, and (iv) approve the budgets of the Bank.’
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大 power for project, loan, budget,
Thus, just like in the World Bank, the real decision-making
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and policy approvals all reside in the Directors.
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Figure 4.1 Asian Development Bank Functional Organizational Chart
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Source: Asian Development Bank. (2021, January). ADB Functional Organizational Chart
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[Chart]. Asian Development Bank.
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The President of the ADB not only chairs the Board of Directors, but it also leads a
management team of six Vice-Presidents supervising departments of different functions,
including regional operations, private-sector operations, knowledge management, finance and
risk management, and corporate administration. For two terms in a row, the position of the
Vice-President for Operations 1 (South, Central and West Asia) has been served by Chinese
officials, Zhang Wencai and Chen Shixin, since 2013. Both served as one of the Board of

2

Asian Development Bank. (2021, January). ADB Functional Organizational Chart [Chart]. Asian Development Bank.
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/532576/adb-organization-chart-functional.pdf
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Directors in the ADB and the World Bank, respectively, prior to joining the ADB as VicePresident. The background of Chen Shixin, the current Vice-President Operations 1, especially
hints at a plan to align the agendas and practices of multilateral institutions in the region, as
he was one of the Board of Directors in the New Development Bank and the AIIB from 2016
to 2018. Also, it gives China possibly more control for rhetoric and room for facilitating cofinancing projects with the AIIB for BRI projects that falls into the “connectivity” theme in
South, Central and West Asia.
Voting mechanisms are also the same between the WB and the ADB. With a weighted
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shareholdings. To be precise,
立as the annual reports noted, 20% of the aggregate sum of the
voting system, the voting share of each member state is distributed according to its capital
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basic votes and proportional votes plus proportional votes that are determined by each
member’s subscribed capital make up the voting share of each member.3 According to the
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latest 2019 annual report, Japan and the US have each taken up over 12% of the total voting
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share, asserting dominance in the Bank, followed by China who holds 5.437% voting share.
Aside from some other non-regional members who hold a mid-sized voting share, major
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South Asia and South East Asia countries
as Pakistan, India, the Philippines, Indonesia,
h e nsuch
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and Thailand also hold a fairly mid-sized voting share over 1% each. Central Asia countries
altogether account for 3.3% voting share. West Asia countries such as Georgia, Azerbaijan
and Armenia also account for over 0.5% each.4 Those could all be counted as small to midsized member states that could become pivotal in votes if China found issue-linkages to form
coalitions with them. Even so, China might want to seek more soft influence within the World
Bank, while the voting power between China and the top two member states are very different.

3

Asian Development Bank. (2020, July 14). ADB Annual Report 2019. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annualreport-2019.
4
ibid.
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Moreover, there are not enough members of the Asian Development Bank as global
organizations to become China's allies for them to win through the hard structure.
For ADB’s sovereign financing project cycle, the Bank has combined the Appraisal Stage
of the WB’s project cycle with the Approval Stage. Procedure wise, the two banks practice
almost identical procedures, both containing back and forth confirmation and negotiation
stages during Preparation and Approval stages while stakeholders have time and space to
maneuver and lobby. One can find more detailed descriptions from the ADB webpage where
the figure below was borrowed from.
Figure 4.2 ADB Project Cycle
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Source: Asian Development Bank. (2020, September 29). Public Sector (Sovereign)
Financing: Operations - Project Design and Management: Project Cycle.
https://www.adb.org/what-we-do/public-sector-financing/project-cycle#accordion-0-1.

2. The influence of China’s coalition on project support: Georgia:
Batumi Bypass Road Project, Tajikistan: Central Asia Regional
5

Asian Development Bank. (2020, September 29). Public Sector (Sovereign) Financing: Operations - Project Design
and Management: Project Cycle. https://www.adb.org/what-we-do/public-sector-financing/project-cycle#accordion-0-1
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Economic Cooperation Corridors 2, 3, and 5 (Obigarm-Nurobod)
Road Project
This thesis has chosen two projects that relate to the theme of regional connectivity and
the sector of transportation in Belt and Road countries, Georgia and Tajikistan. For the
evidence of China’s support for those countries’ project in the ADB, this thesis takes the AIIB
loans into consideration, and decides that the ADB’s co-financed projects with the AIIB could
show possible coalitions in the Bank that implies a larger preference aggregation for specific
project support.

治
政
大has selected two road construction
Unlike the case selection of the WB, this thesis
立
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projects from the ADB that speaks to China’s political, economic, and security interests. There
is a considerable amount of ADB-AIIB co-financed projects in the South, West and Central
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Asia which fall under the category of transportation. While Chinese officials have long been
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holding the leading post for project management in the sub-region as mentioned above, some
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subregional cooperation mechanisms that China have been actively participating and leading,
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l (GMS), Central Asian i Regional Economic Cooperation
the Greater Mekong Subregion
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(CAREC), and South Asia Subregional Economic Cooperation (SASEC), are all under ADB’s
responsibility as their Secretariat.6 Also, West and Central Asian countries in the ADB gives
China the perfect opportunity to channel funds to the location that provides connections
towards the EU, which could be helpful for reducing the impediments for the China-EU trade
routes as China already overtook the US to become the EU’s largest trading partner.
The following sections will proceed with a discussion on how the Bank and the projects
tie the relationship between China and Georgia and Tajikistan by referring to media coverages
6

Wencai Zhang. (2018, March 29). Regional Economic Cooperation in Asia and the Pacific: Present and Future
[Lecture Series]. Asian Development Bank Lecture Series on Environment and Development, Manila, Philippines.
http://www.rksi.org/sites/default/files/document/947/wencai-zhang-regional-economic-cooperation-asia-and-pacific.pdf
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that reflect sentiments and opinions on their relationships. Then, as performed in the previous
chapter, the discussion on the actual numbers can continue to provide supporting details for
continued growth of ADB investments in the regions. The sections below will borrow ADB’s
data to focus on discussing the total commitment changes in the two regions where Georgia
and Tajikistan are located.
2.1 China and Georgia
From Georgia’s perspective, the status of China surpassing Russia to become its second
largest trade partner since the signing of an FTA in 2017, and also its participation as a BRI

政 治 大
mechanisms to maximize its立
benefits from the BRI. From China’s perspective, however,

country are definitely reasons for Georgia to continue its participation in Chinese-led regional
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Georgia is literally at the heart of its grand plan of revitalizing the BRI’s Silk Road Economic
Belt. Georgia’s delicate location has made it strategically involved in the China-Central Asia-
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Western Asia Corridor which serves as the bridge between China and the Black Sea that makes
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up the Silk Road Economic Belt. 7 To realize the goal of improving connectivity through
strengthening the infrastructures, ports and road construction in Georgia has become
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extremely important.
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With the FTA with China and the DCFTA with the EU, Georgia became the only country
in the region that has free trade agreements with both China and EU to provide a channel for
smooth trade with low impediments. Amid being a geopolitical forefront of the West and the
East (EU and Russia), the Georgia government sees its participation in the BRI and the FTA
as an opportunity to expand its partner options. Former president Giorgi Margvelashvili
positively commented on Georgia’s foreign policy decision of welcoming China’s growing

7

Eurasia Program, Foreign Policy Research Institute. (2019, September). On the Fault Line: Georgian Relations with
China and the West. Foreign Policy Research Institute. https://www.fpri.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/on-the-faultline.pdf
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assertiveness in the region for promoting regional and domestic economic growth at the same
time.8
The project rationale and linkage to Georgia’s country strategy is that the Batumi Bypass
road, which is a part of Georgia's East West Highway (EWH), connects the major trade route
from the Georgia-Turkey border at Sarpi to Batumi and Poti (coastal cities with ports to the
Black Sea), and reaches to the border with Azerbaijan. It has become a part of the CAREC
program and accounts for 60% of the total foreign trade through the complete EWH, realizing
the role of a regional “transport and logistic hub” which the Georgia government envisions

政 治 大
A presumption that would
立make sense is that countries that are CAREC partners would

itself to be.9
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demonstrate support in projects that fall under CAREC, the Trans-Caspian International
Transportation Route (TITR), and the broader BRI, in multilateral institutions. Thus, China,
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who is deeply involved in those mechanisms, normally secures support from most small to
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mid-sized member states from Central and West Asia, and support from member states from
the EU. There is also an alternative opinion to why the ADB, which is led by Japan and the
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US, also finances equal amounts inhthese projects compared
to the AIIB. Take the USD2.5
engchi U

billion Anaklia Black Sea Deep Water Port project for example, although the project is
currently in “limbo” due to a failed agreement between the Anaklia Development Consortium
and the Georgian government, the ADB and the AIIB were both among the four MDBs that
pledged USD400 million commitment in total to the project. Researchers hold the opinion that
due to the intricate geopolitical dynamic in the region, the ADB and the AIIB ‘are widely
viewed as instruments in the U.S.-China and China-Japan geopolitical rivalries.’10

8

ibid.
Asian Development Bank. (2021, January 20). Batumi Bypass Road Project. https://www.adb.org/projects/50064001/main#project-pds
10
See footnote 7
9
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Media has also been positioning Georgia as a central player in the power wrestling scene
that includes major Western and Eastern powers, which has been facilitated by the BRI.11 The
eagerness to expand deeper and wider relations with actors besides Russia and the West is a
common sentiment and understanding among domestic Georgia and global public opinion.12
The co-financing of the AIIB and the ADB on the Anaklia Port project and the Batumi Bypass
Road project are the significant examples that manifests the changes of the deepen ChinaGeorgia relationship, though the Batumi Bypass Road project might represent a healthier
example since it was progressed on track before COVID and is also running rather smoothly

政 治 大

even under the impact of COVID.13 It is also the first ADB co-financed project with the AIIB
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in Georgia.
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The prospering of the relationships between China and West Asia countries could also
be reflected positively in the ADB through its voting mechanism since as mentioned above,
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Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia each account for over 0.5% total voting share. Along with
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ADB’s non-regional members who are mostly from the EU, China, EU and West Asian
members in the ADB hold over 29% of the total voting share, higher than the US and Japan
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combined.
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This thesis went through the ADB annual reports from 2013-2019 to get a closer look at
how loans to the Central and West Asia subregion fared over the years with Chinese officials

Miodrag Soric. (2017, December 26). China’s “New Silk Road” goes straight through the Caucasus. DW.COM.
https://www.dw.com/en/chinas-new-silk-road-goes-straight-through-the-caucasus/a-41930469
12
Benyamin Poghosyan. (2019, December 17). China’s OBOR initiative: Opportunities for the South Caucasus.
Emerging Europe. https://emerging-europe.com/voices/chinas-obor-initiative-opportunities-for-the-south-caucasus/
13
2020, May 8. At What Stage Is Construction of Batumi Bypass Road? Business Media Georgia.
https://bm.ge/en/article/at-what-stage-is-construction-of-batumi-bypass-road-/55940
14
Asian Development Bank. (2020, July 14). ADB Annual Report 2019. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annualreport-2019.
15
This sentence appears to indicate that West Asian countries and EU countries are all voting allies with China in the
ADB, and that with those allies’ voting share, they can override the US and Japan in decision-making. However, the
author would like to reserve the opinion since it is not within the author’s capability to retrieve official voting records
from the Bank for evidence.
11
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in charge of the department. In the years of 2015, 2016 and 2017, project approvals in Central
and West Asia had been able to keep up with South Asia and SouthEast Asia. In 2016, while
the total approvals of the ADB exceeds USD30,000 million, Central and West Asia accounts
for over one-fourth of it. In the latest 2019 annual report, Central and West Asia and the Pacific
are the only two subregions that have increased approvals that year. 16
Table 4. 1 World Bank’s Project Approvals to Central and West Asia for Fiscal 20132019
Project Approvals ($ million)

ADB

FY13

FY14

5,504

5,169

立

FY15
FY16
FY17
政 治 大
7,276
8,066
7,517

FY18

FY19

5,582

7,781

‧
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2019.
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Source: Organized by the author with reference to World Bank annual reports from 2013-

Top sectors throughout the years remain with energy, transport, and public management.
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In 2017 while transport was the top sector taking up 39% of the total approvals, the annual
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report highlighted the Batumi Bypass Road Project as one of its “Key Moments” of the year.
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Aside from the top sectors, another
index worth noting
n i is that the co-financing increased
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almost USD1 billion in 2016 compared to the previous year. 2016 was the year that the AIIB
and the ADB first signed their MoU for Strengthening Cooperation between the two banks
which set stage for the co-financed projects to come.
The annual reports also suggest the centrality of the CAREC program in the region to
boost regional connectivity. In each year’s report, CAREC will be mentioned to serve as a
16

Asian Development Bank. (2014, April). ADB Annual Report 2013. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annualreport-2013; Asian Development Bank. (2015, April). ADB Annual Report 2014. https://www.adb.org/documents/adbannual-report-2014; Asian Development Bank. (2016, April). ADB Annual Report 2015.
https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annual-report-2015; Asian Development Bank. (2017, April). ADB Annual Report
2016. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annual-report-2016; Asian Development Bank. (2018, April). ADB Annual
Report 2017. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annual-report-2017; Asian Development Bank. (2020, July 22). ADB
Annual Report 2018. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annual-report-2018; Asian Development Bank. (2020, July
14). ADB Annual Report 2019. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annual-report-2019
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bigger theme containing transportation projects. For example, the refined CAREC Transport
and Trade Facilitation Strategy 2020 was mentioned in the 2013 annual report to call for more
road construction projects in accordance with highlighting the double-digit trade growth
among CAREC member countries in a decade. 17 The 2015 report mentioned that the CAREC
Program will ‘enhance physical connectivity in all CAREC countries’ and that ‘ADB will
expand transport corridors in the region and rehabilitate secondary roads, particularly in
Georgia.’18 The 2019 annual report highlighted the 18th CAREC Ministerial Conference in
Uzbekistan held in 2019, and voiced ADB’s support for the CAREC Strategy 2030 by

政 治 大
continuously seeking closer 立
alignment, and the CAREC countries all voiced support to the

facilitating more energy and transport projects.19 Since the CAREC strategy and the BRI are
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strengthening of the two mechanisms’ collaboration,20 CAREC countries and stakeholders
from outside the region could all be seen as allies for pushing the approvals of related projects
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that involve China’s interest in the ADB.
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2.2 China and Tajikistan

China and Tajikistan have continued to deepen cooperation since they established
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diplomatic ties in 1992. For China, h
Tajikistan not only
e n g c h i U is a part of the CAREC program it is

participating in, but it is also strategically a geopolitical base for China to keep an eye on the
activities of terrorism in Central Asia that might spill over to the neighboring Xinjiang
province in China. For Tajikistan, China is not only a powerful partner in the region aside
from Russia, its BRI also facilitates more formal collaborations between the two countries and

17

Asian Development Bank. (2014, April). ADB Annual Report 2013. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annualreport-2013
18
Asian Development Bank. (2016, April). ADB Annual Report 2015. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annualreport-2015
19
Asian Development Bank. (2020, July 14). ADB Annual Report 2019. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annualreport-2019
20
Asian Development Bank. (2018, May 3). New Opportunities for Regional Cooperation: The Potential for CARECBRI Collaboration. https://www.adb.org/annual-meeting/2018/events/carec-bri-collaboration
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bring infrastructure momentum and capital to Tajikistan, which is beneficial while the country
seeks more trade performance and opportunity to open up its labor market for more fluidity.
Chinese media pointed out the two times Xi Jinping visited Tajikistan, one for the 14th
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) Meeting of Council of Heads of State in 2014, and
the other for the 5th summit of the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building
Measures in Asia (CICA) in 2019. 21 In the former visit, Xi highlighted the then recently
established China-Tajikistan strategic partnership, right when the BRI was just to set off,
taking the cooperation between the two countries to a higher level.22 In the later visit, Xi and

政 治 大
Initiative with Tajikistan’s national
立 development strategy, tap potentials and raise the quality

the Tajik president both emphasized and committed to further ‘synergize the Belt and Road
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of cooperation’ in ‘connectivity, energy, agriculture and industry.’23
However, China’s rapid growing presence in the country has also stirred concerns that
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China is getting tougher in showing muscles in the region. In August 2020, China endorsed a
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Chinese scholar’s article asserting China’s sovereignty right in the Pamir mountains (ceded
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by Tajikistan to China in 2011),24 which also subsequently brought up discussion on China’s
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maneuvers of asserting influence by
infrastructure projects in the region. The
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move not only induced complaints from the Tajik official but also reminded the other large
power in the region, Russia, that its position in the region is being threatened.25 Nevertheless,
BRI related loans and project support from large MDBs are still aligning with China’s agenda

Yamei. (2019, June 12). Spotlight: Xi says China-Tajikistan friendship expects “brighter future”. XINHUANET.
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-06/12/c_138137098.htm
22
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China. (2014, September 11). Xi Jinping Arrives in Dushanbe
Attending 14th Meeting of Council of Heads of State of SCO and Starting State Visit to Tajikistan.
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/zjpcxshzzcygyslshdsschybdtjkstmedfsllkydjxgsfw/t1191032.shtml
23
Xuequan Mu. (2019, June 16). China, Tajikistan agree to deepen ties for common prosperity. XINHUANET.
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-06/16/c_138146465.htm
24
BBC News. (2011, January 13). Tajikistan cedes land to China. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific12180567
25
EurAsian Times Desk. (2020, August 8). After Ladakh, Nepal & Bhutan, China Now Claims Territory In Tajikistan.
The EurAsian Times. https://eurasiantimes.com/after-ladakh-nepal-bhutan-china-now-claims-territory-in-tajikistan/
21
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in the region, as seen in the ADB.
Most of the ADB projects in West and Central Asia falls under the subregional CAREC
program that includes 6 transport corridors spanning across the 11 member West and Central
Asian countries. Also, since the signing of MoU between the BRI and major MDBs in 2017
and the “Dushanbe Declaration” signed during the 16th CAREC Ministerial Conference in
Tajikistan in the same year, the relationship of the BRI, CAREC, and ADB has become more
intertwined.26 In the 2018 ADB Annual Meeting side event, the CAREC High-level Session,
senior officials and representatives from CAREC countries and MDBs attended and voiced

政 治 大
Liu Weihua, Deputy Director General of the Department of

their common support for ‘strengthening collaboration with the BRI given the overlapping

立

geographies and shared goals.’27
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International Economic and Financial Cooperation at China’s Ministry of Finance, was the
only attendee that made a special address at the event, calling for mobilization of resources
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and co-financing projects from MDBs to support BRI implementation,28 showing the direction

The project this thesis selected, the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation
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Corridors 2, 3, and 5 (Obigarm-Nurobod)
Project, is a perfect manifestation of the
h e n gRoad
chi U
strengthened relationship of the three multilateral mechanisms, and because 4 of the 6
corridors cross parts in Tajikistan,29 Tajikistan has the advantage of getting the resources for
enhanced connectivity through the project. The ADB 2019 annual report highlighted the
approval of the USD 110 million project (ADB’s portion of commitment) right after ADB’s
assurance of its support for energy and transport strategies of the CAREC Strategy 2030.
26

Asian Development Bank. (2018, May 3). ADB Seminar Furthers Potential of Broader CAREC-BRI Collaboration.
https://www.adb.org/news/adb-seminar-furthers-potential-broader-carec-bri-collaboration
27
Asian Development Bank. (2018, May 21). New Opportunities for Regional Cooperation: The Potential for CARECBRI Collaboration. https://www.adb.org/annual-meeting/2018/events/carec-bri-collaboration
28
ibid.
29
Asian Development Bank. (2021a). Tajikistan: Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation Corridors 2, 3, and 5
(Obigarm-Nurobod) Road Project. https://www.adb.org/projects/52042-001/main#project-pds
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Media also quoted ADB official’s comment that the project helps with boosting connectivity
and trade competitiveness,30 which is important for China and Tajikistan because as of 2018,
China was positioned as Tajikistan's third largest trading partner. 31 Overall the CAREC
projects in Tajikistan have received neutral to positive media reception and public opinion.
Calculating the voting share of the 11 CAREC countries, the accumulated share is
12.635% (Afghanistan 0.321%; Azerbaijan 0.649; PRC 5.437; 0.567%; 0.938%; 0.533%;
0.306%; Pakistan 2.033%; Tajikistan 0.523%; Turkmenistan 0.496%; Uzbekistan 0.832%),
around the same amount of one dominant member in the ADB.32 If we add the EU countries

政 治 大
Japan and the US combined,
立just like the one we discussed in the previous section. The

to the coalition, we will see the accumulated voting power equaling or slightly exceeding
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previous section also went through the impression of the CAREC program and West and
Central Asian countries, which this thesis will not be performing repeatedly. Instead, we will
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3. China’s Norms and Standards
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through their nationals at ADB high level positions.
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move to the next section where we discuss the ADB voicing support for BRI-related strategy
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The ADB has been receiving more
h iprecise
n g cand

recent decade compared to the WB, because of the geographical scope of its membership. For
one, the creation of AIIB has hit ADB the hardest since the geographical scope of their projects
are overlapped and the goal of filling the infrastructure gap in Asia is repeated. Also, the two
branches of the BRI, the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road,

30

Abdul Kerimkhanov. (2019, December 10). ADB grants Tajikistan $110 million for road construction - Road
Construction News Today - EIN Presswire. Azernews.Az.
https://roadconstruction.einnews.com/article/504468786?lcf=tS7Ayn_2n_6Ab9XWvaGJ6sbF6bhaUsLLAJAfL5ZCvS8
%3D
31
Xia Li. (2019, June 11). Factbox: China’s economic cooperation with Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan reaps fruitful results.
XINHUANET. http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-06/11/c_138134440.htm
32
Asian Development Bank. (2020, July 14). ADB Annual Report 2019. https://www.adb.org/documents/adb-annualreport-2019
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contain the countries in South/Southeast Asia, Central Asia and the Western countries that are
also the major constituents of the ADB. The inevitable overlapping of the BRI plan and the
ADB’s agenda has induced multiple attempts by both parties to increase the closeness and
integration of the two regional development aid mechanisms.
As mentioned in the first part of this chapter, the ADB has recently been granting the
leader position to the South Asia and West and Central Asia department to Chinese officials,
and those officials have been upholding the post for 8 years in a row now. This thesis assumed
that (1) high-level officials in an MDB have the power to voice for certain issues and actually

政 治 大
who are experienced Chinese
立officials prior to serving the post, could be voicing support or
alter the Bank strategy and affect how external audiences view the Bank. (2) These officials,
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commenting on a topic in a way that aligns to the attitude of the China government. We could
see those languages across official documents and public occasions, for example the annual
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reports, international conferences, internal meetings and news releases. Below are some
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3.1 The BRI, AIIB and the ADB
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Aside from the previously mentioned two MoUs that strengthen cooperation between
BRI projects and the ADB, the 2017 MoU signed between the China Ministry of Finance and
six MDBs and the 2016 MoU signed between ADB and AIIB, the ADB has shown continuous
support on the BRI through voices of high-level organizational officials, despite the call for
redirection of the ADB’s goal and mandate away from large quantity infrastructure projects.
Then ADB President Takehiko Nakao and then Vice President Zhang Wencai has made
several remarks reassuring the ADBs commitment to co-finance more projects with the AIIB,
reaffirming the BRI’s concept and idea, and praised the BRI and AIIB’s quality and rule91
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abiding. The following are a few examples.
President Nakao made very positive remarks on the viability and idea of BRI projects
during his visit to China in 2019, right after the ADB-AIIB co-financing framework agreement
was signed. Nakao’s words elevate the ADB-BRI cooperation level into benefitting regional
development via knowledge sharing, and also approve the rhetoric of revitalizing the ancient
Chinese way of promoting connectivity33 while it still shows the meaning of strengthening
China’s centrality through the projects. Nakao also reiterated the appropriateness for ADB to
actively co-finance projects with the BRI through AIIB since their initiatives mostly overlap.34

政 治 大
long-term co-financing plan立
with AIIB, ‘stressing the need that the projects are up to the

In a later press conference at the ADB HQ, Nakao stated that the ADB is optimistic of the
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standards like social and environmental impact’ and that the AIIB ‘pays well attention’ to
those standards, according to ChinaDaily.35
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Central Asia and South Asia, who happens to be a Chinese national, has repeatedly preached
on building close connections of the ADB programs and the BRI. In the 2018 ADB Lecture
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Vice President
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Zhang Wencai discussed

regional economic cooperation activities in Asia and the Pacific by focusing on China’s
strength and projects that they participate as leaders, and also highlighted the ADB-BRI
cooperation for infrastructure and connectivity projects and as a hub for multilateral
development finance center in the region.36 Zhang also made extra emphasis on the CAREC

33

Syndicated from Xinhua. (2019, May 29). ADB president willing to engage in BRI projects, sees AIIB as partner.
China.Org.Cn. http://www.china.org.cn/business/2019-05/29/content_74834692.htm
34
ibid.
35
Syndicated from Xinhua. (2019, April 26). ADB says to continue cooperating with China on BRI.
Chinadaily.Com.Cn. https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201904/26/WS5cc2a6f6a3104842260b8966.html
36
Wencai Zhang. (2018, March 29). Regional Economic Cooperation in Asia and the Pacific: Present and Future
[Lecture Series]. Asian Development Bank Lecture Series on Environment and Development, Manila, Philippines.
http://www.rksi.org/sites/default/files/document/947/wencai-zhang-regional-economic-cooperation-asia-and-pacific.pdf
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subregional program by mentioning the Azerbaijan Railway Sector Development Program as
the only highlighted project in 2017, with two loans committed that worth USD400 million.37
The project represents the significant ambition of CAREC to facilitate Central Asia and
Europe’s connectivity through the corridors. The next section will include even more
examples of how the high-level officials promote the ADB-BRI cooperation through CAREC.
3.2 CAREC, BRI and the ADB
Then ADB President Nakao, Vice President Zhang (2013-2018), and the current Vice
President Chen Shixin (2019-present) had been present in crucial events for advancing the

政 治 大
CAREC Institute based

importance of CAREC and deepening its collaboration with BRI. Those events include the
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2015 launching of the physical

in Urumqi, Xinjiang Uygur
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Autonomous Region, PRC, the 2017 inaugural ceremony of the CAREC Institute (the CAREC
Institute Intergovernmental Agreement Effectiveness Celebration), the 2017 Central Asian
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Economies’ Shared Prosperity: CAREC 2030 Strategy Session of the 10th Astana Economic
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Forum, the 2018 CAREC High-Level Session on New Opportunities for Regional
Cooperation: The Potential of CAREC–BRI Collaboration at the 51st ADB Annual Meeting,
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the 18th CAREC Ministerial

Conference in Uzbekistan, and the CAREC First Capital Market Regulators Forum in 2019.
The statements they made for these occasions not only call for wider collaboration in scope
and more collaboration in quantity, but also elevate the level of this program to economic and
political.
For the CAREC Institute, Vice President Zhang mentioned the need for a physical facility
for the CAREC Institute and pledged on ADBs behalf to continue being its long time major
partner as the Institute ‘grows to be a key knowledge hub in the region.’38 President Nakao

37
38

ibid.
Asian Development Bank. (2015, March 2). Statement by ADB Vice-President Wencai Zhang at the Launching of the
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praised the choice of the Institute’s location in Urumqi, Xinjiang, as the city is of ‘tremendous
historical significance’ and ‘a center for industrial and commercial activities for China and the
broader CAREC region.’ 39 The fact that there is now an “intergovernmental research
organization” based in a Chinese city that neighbors Central Asian and South Asian countries
gives China a stronghold for information collecting and regional activity monitoring.
For BRI and CAREC collaboration, Zhang also reiterated the CAREC’s resolve to build
‘effective linkages and synergy with other regional cooperation frameworks and mechanisms’
since ‘a synergistic approach between CAREC and other existing regional cooperation

政 治 大
beneficial for all member countries
立 of CAREC.’ Not surprisingly, he highlighted the MoU
frameworks to address the large development needs of the region can be tremendously
40
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signed between China’s Ministry of Finance and six MDBs (including ADB) for the BRI
collaboration in a sense of making it a model example of how other regional cooperation
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frameworks should proceed to formalize their cooperation with CAREC. Terms such as
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“improving connectivity”, “shared prosperity”, “resilient and sustainable regional
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infrastructure”, “trade links”, and “economic opportunity” 41 circulated through those
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statements, building up public impression
mechanisms and parties involved.
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CAREC also seeks influence beyond infrastructure by promoting certain values and
standards on national and regional policies in specific sectors such as transportation and
financing. The CAREC Transport Strategy 2030 signed in November 2019 is said by the ADB
to promote good practice and an integrated regional policy that lower ‘non-physical trade and

CAREC Institute. https://www.adb.org/news/speeches/statement-adb-vice-president-wencai-zhang-launching-carecinstitute
39
Asian Development Bank. (2018, February 23). CAREC Institute Intergovernmental Agreement Effectiveness
Celebration. https://www.adb.org/news/speeches/carec-institute-celebration-takehiko-nakao
40
Asian Development Bank. (2018, February 23). Opening Remarks at the 10th Astana Economic Forum – Wencai
Zhang. https://www.adb.org/news/speeches/remarks-10th-astana-economic-forum-wencai-zhang
41
Asian Development Bank. (2018, May 8). ADB Seminar Furthers Potential of Broader CAREC-BRI Collaboration.
https://www.adb.org/news/adb-seminar-furthers-potential-broader-carec-bri-collaboration
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logistics barriers’.42 Vice President Chen Shixin commented that the 2030 Strategy ‘outlines
a roadmap toward a future in which the CAREC transport system is better able to meet the
objectives of regional connectivity, as well as economic, social, and environmental
sustainability.’ 43 What’s more, a new high-level officials meeting on capital market
development, the first CAREC Capital Market Regulators Forum in 2019, has set the direction
of mobilizing private sector resources and building related policies in the near future. Chen
pointed out that it is critical that the CAREC region mobilize private sector funds through
capital markets and long-term institutional resources.44

政 治 大
promotion of the scope and立
linkages of CAREC content much aligning with the BRI, this

With the CAREC Institute jointly funded by the PRC and ADB, 45 and the ongoing
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thesis considers it viable to see CAREC as the ASEAN of Central Asia, which in both
intergovernmental organizations, China seeks to play a major role in taking the mandate

‧

beyond its original setting. Written clearly in an official ADB blog post by Zhang Wencai in
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2017, ‘CAREC is a platform for its member countries to conduct dialogue on policies and
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actions’ and the long-term goal for CAREC is to ‘move beyond transport corridors into trade
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corridors and ultimately to economichcorridors that involve
e n g c h i U many countries and sectors.’ He
also sees CAREC as the platform for countries in the region to launch initiatives that support
the SDGs and the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. Most importantly, once again, to

42

Asian Development Bank. (2019, November 14). New Regional Transport Strategy to Drive Sustainable
Development for CAREC Region. https://www.adb.org/news/new-regional-transport-strategy-drive-sustainabledevelopment-carec-region
43
Asian Development Bank. (2019, November 14). New Regional Transport Strategy to Drive Sustainable
Development for CAREC Region. https://www.adb.org/news/new-regional-transport-strategy-drive-sustainabledevelopment-carec-region
44
Asian Development Bank. (2019, August 29). Inaugural Forum Aims to Improve Capital Markets Development in
CAREC. https://www.adb.org/news/inaugural-forum-aims-improve-capital-markets-development-carec
45
Asian Development Bank. (2021, January 7). Supporting the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation Institute.
https://www.adb.org/projects/52370-001/main#project-pds
46
Wencai Zhang. (2017, July 31). A sneak peek at CAREC’s new strategy. Asian Development Bank.
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synchronize regional cooperation frameworks and mechanisms including but not limited to
the BRI, which he described is created to pursue ‘peace and cooperation, open and
inclusiveness, mutual learning and mutual benefit’47 during the CAREC High-Level Session
on New Opportunities for Regional Cooperation: The Potential of CAREC–BRI Collaboration.
With all the examples shown above, this chapter reaches the conclusion that China has been
highly utilizing the mechanisms in the ADB to advance its national development agenda and
seeks to maintain and further expand its centrality in the ADB and the region. The following
figure collects the discussion points in this chapter and is organized based on the spectrum of

政 治 大
category in the original figure,
立with the same reason mentioned in the previous chapter.

institutional choices provided by Ikenberry and Lim, however leaving out the “Opposition”
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Figure 4.3 China's institutional choices in the ADB
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n g c hto G. John Ikenberry, Darren Lim, D. 2017,
Source: Organized by the author with reference
‘China’s emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the
prospects for counter-hegemony’, Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
Strategy, April
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Asian Development Bank. (2018, May 3). Opening Remarks at the CAREC High-Level Session on New Opportunities
for Regional Cooperation – Wencai Zhang. https://www.adb.org/news/speeches/carec-new-opportunities-regionalcooperation-wencai-zhang
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Chapter V: Conclusion: China’s Overall Strategy and
Degree of Influence in WB and ADB
After looking into the cases of WB and ADB, we can now reach the conclusion of how China’s
strategies in those two MDBs are affecting their behaviors. This final chapter plans to first categorize
China’s strategy to engage with the institutions, respectively, according to the spectrum of China’s
institutional choices in the 2017 Brookings Project on International Order and Strategy. After that,
we can organize a chart identical to the previously shown chart from the 2018 Clingendael Report,

政 治 大

“A United Nations with Chinese characteristics?”, to determine how much Chinese force is involved
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and how much influence it has on the norms and standards of the two MDBs.
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1. The Spectrum of China’s Institutional Choices in WB and ADB
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As shown in the figures below, this thesis found that China has been deploying strategies
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both within and outside of the target institutions in order to achieve more comprehensive
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strategies towards the institutions to promote its national interest. The category which China
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l Cto be the Authority-Seeking
has put the most effort in seems
Stakeholder, while External
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Innovation behaviors become the base of its Institutional Obstruction results. All stages are
closely connected, creating multiple nodes in the network layers which simultaneously
increase China’s access and brokerage power in the MDBs. Each category in the figures below
is named and determined according to the descriptions in the Brookings Project on
International Order and Strategy.1

G. John Ikenberry, Darren Lim, D. 2017, ‘China’s emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank and the prospects for counter-hegemony’, Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
Strategy, April.
1
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Figure 5.1 China’s institutional choices in the WB

Source: Organized by the author with reference to G. John Ikenberry, Darren Lim, D. 2017,
‘China’s emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the
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prospects for counter-hegemony’, Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
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Strategy, April.
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Figure 5.2 China’s institutional choices in the ADB
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Source: Organized by the author with reference to G. John Ikenberry, Darren Lim, D. 2017,
‘China’s emerging institutional statecraft: The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the
prospects for counter-hegemony’, Brookings Institution, Project on International Order and
Strategy, April.

2. China’s Influence on WB and ADB behaviors
Considering the discussion of Chinese institutional choices, we can now determine how
much China is involved in these institutions and how effective are the strategies to impact
norms and standards that determine the dependent variable of this thesis: the degree of change
98
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in the MDBs organizational behavior. Aside from the push for staffing Chinese officials in
critical posts and the attempt to mutually align lending practices between WB and Chinese
bilateral lending, China doesn’t seem to invest extra resources in WB, which makes China’s
involvement in WB only “Moderate”. However, the impact of China’s involvement has been
more than moderate. As described in chapter 3, several researchers have provided evidence
that proves the inward influence of external lending practices. Also, incidents of misleading
report outcomes resulting from pressure imposed by high-level bank officials have proven that
the holding of certain positions is effective in altering and bending Bank publications. Thus,

政 治 大

China’s influence on the degree of change in WB’s organizational behavior reached the
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“Maximal” level.
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For ADB, China has been actively making new arrangements such as the CAREC
Institute and promoting certain initiatives through the Bank’s mechanisms, voicing support

‧

for closer collaboration between ADB and BRI through Chinese officials holding positions in
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the ADB, and utilizing the alternative regional institution AIIB to guide the Bank’s agenda
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towards China’s national interest. Therefore, this thesis categorizes China’s involvement in
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the ADB as “Maximal”. However, h
looking from the U
e n g c h i results of ADB’s current behaviors, the

Bank has not deviated too much from its previous mandate, and the Bank seems to be
entertaining China’s objective under solid monitoring forces, especially with Japan and the
US as ADBs dominant constituents and without African countries, which play a big part in
advocating China in the global institutions, as China’s ally in ADB. This thesis thus
categorizes China’s influence in ADB as “Moderate” although ADB rhetoric have moved a
certain degree closer to the BRI and China’s strategic interest in the region. The figure below
shows this conclusion, styled based on the Figure of China’s influence in selected UN
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organizations in the 2018 Clingendael Report.2
Table 5.1 China’s Influence on the Degree of Change in MDBs Organizational
Behavior
Degree of Change in the MDBs Organizational Behavior
Minimal
Chinese
Involvement

Moderate

Maximal

Minimal
Moderate

WB

Maximal

ADB

政 治 大

Source: Organized by the author with reference to Maaike Okano-Heijmans & Frans-Paul van
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der Putten. (Dec. 2018). “A United Nations with Chinese characteristics?” Clingendael Report,
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p.12.
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Overall, China’s strategy seems to be majorly continuing to strive for more authority in
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the MDBs, through which it could regularly voice support for ideas related and advantageous
to its national interest. On one hand, the words spoken officially through intergovernmental
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MDBs provide legitimacy toaChina’s policies. On the othervhand, the behaviors of the MDBs
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U promotion by the Chinese authority
hen
could largely be influenced by gradual
persuasion
g c h i and
inside the MDBs, resulting in behaviors that favor China’s interest. Looking closely at each

institutional choice on the spectrum, not one could be carried out effectively without authority
in the MDBs. One could argue that the selected MDBs power structures are still dominated
by the US and other countries upholding Western liberal values, and that China’s influence
would continuingly be minimal. However, increased engagement that fortifies tools to exert
China’s soft influence in the MDBs could result in unexpected outcomes through hard

Maaike Okano-Heijmans & Frans-Paul van der Putten. (Dec. 2018). “A United Nations with Chinese characteristics?”
Clingendael Report, p.12.
2
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mechanisms. This conclusion thus stresses the importance of looking at China’s strategies in
respective MDBs as a whole, making connections between them and then deciding whether it
negatively impacts or positively strengthens the existing order.

3. Contribution and Suggestion to Future Research
The result of this thesis is the product of combining existing research on China’s strategy
within UN organizations and overall studies on China’s influence on the international order.
This study extracted the methods used in previous research to define the strategy choices a
revisionist member state could deploy in MDBs, measure China’s involvement in those MDBs,

政 治 大

and generate results that determine the dependent variable of this study.
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To differentiate this study from existing ones that focus on similar topics,3 this thesis has
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not only identified the motivations behind China’s strategy to expand its engagements in the
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MDBs, but also clearly outlined the intervening variables and provided two comprehensive
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chapters of references for each of them. Also, with a concrete understanding of China’s actual
behaviours in those MDBs supported by examples, future research that discuss the viability
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of the US and China co-leadership
would have a referencev to look at while determining the
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aspects they could collaborate on. h e n g c h i

Finally, the start of this study was motivated by the surge of discussion of China’s
influence on global institutions following the US Trump administration’s redirection from
multilateralism. With a new term of administration led by Biden, who on the first days of his
inauguration revoked Trump’s policies and rejoined WHO and the Paris climate accord,
researchers might hold an outlook of increasing US engagement within international

3

Hans Jørgen Gåsemyr. (2018, August). China and Multilateral Development Banks, Positions, Motivations,
Ambitions. Norwegian Institute of International Affairs. https://nupi.brage.unit.no/nupixmlui/bitstream/handle/11250/2580352/China%2Band%2BMDBs%2BIMF%2BNUPI_Report_8_2018_Gaasemyr.pdf?
sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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organizations, including the MDBs, as tools to counter China’s threat to become the new
dominant power. Future research on China’s influence on the international order for policy
recommendations to the US could potentially move beyond the call-to-action focus and
suggest on “how” to engage with the institutions that could tackle the strategies deployed by
its counterpart, which this thesis serves as an example of the reference source.
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